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J. ABSTRACT 
The thesis is concerned with the assembly of a 
multi-component part with the use of a robotic cell. The 
primary focus deals with the various sensors available for 
use in such a cell and the types of problems that can be 
overcome with the use of these sensors. A survey of sensors 
is included in the thesis. 
Additionally, types of as&embly challenges for 
typical cells are reviewed as determined from research 
conducted at a plant site. Solutions, based on the sensors 
from the survey, are proposed for the&e challenges. 
The sensor survey includes motion, force, touch, 
pressure, temperature, and proximity sensors. In addition, 
tactile and vision systems, as well as fiber optics, are 
included in the survey. 
The solutions chosen for various assembly challenges 
are not meant to be all inclusive. Rather, they are given 
to illustrate a methodology for choosing sensors to 
solve a variety of situations. 
1 
2. INTRODUCTION 
In recent y•arw, robots have recGived considerable 
attention from many different sources. An e~plosion of 
tnformatton has been g&ner.ted e~plaining the role that 
robots now hold and wtll hold in our professional and 
personal lives. Star Wars and other films have given 
robots such human appearance and personalities that 
distorted views of robots exist. 
The reality is that robots have been introduced into 
industry in quite specific and narrow manufacturing 
functions. Robots in use today are used primarily for 
work that is heavy, hot, and dangerous or otherwise 
considered highly undesirable by human workers. Until 
recently, robot technology has been applied to welding, 
painting, heavy lifting, and part loading and unloading 
for assembly. Today, however, robot users are looking to 
robots to solve specific assembly problems.[lJ Industry 
has not widely used robotic applications in the specific 
assembly of products because of the lack of advanced 
sensor technology to emulate human senses and the lack of 
software for both cell control and sensory feedback. 
Many manufacturing organizations are now beginning to 
consider robots for the assembly of products-from single 
robot assembly·· cells to··· mul·ti-robotic as»emb-ly cells. 
2 
RobotG appQ~r to b• suitod for Assembly in several 
51tu~t1ons, 1ncluding1 
* Products that •re too low in volume to warrant high 
volume dedicated hard tooling. Particularly adaptable to 
robotic assembly are those applications where there are 
similar parts in large product families, but with enough 
differences to require significant setup to accommodate 
the entire product line. Often, these products have been 
assembled manually in the past. 
* Products that have a relatively high probability 
for design changes. Changing robot software and minor 
fixturing is often faster and less expensive than 
alternative methods. Robots have received a lot of 
attention from those who advocate flexible manufacturing 
systems. 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the 
methodology needed for the introduction of robotic 
assembly cells to the manufacturing floor. It focuses 
primarily on sensor technology. As robots are asked to 
handle more sophisticated assembly tasks now generally 
completed by humans, they must become more in touch with 
their environment. Humans are constantly guided by their 
sense of sight, touch, etc. Obviously, sensors of some 
......... -~·-·-···-...... ---·-··~- .. 
ty~e must substitute for these human qualities if parts 
-:r 
·-· 
aro to be assembled properly. For this reason, the choice 
of the proper sensor can be crtt1ca1 to the level of 
success for the operation. This document is intended to 
aid in sensor selection for the assembly problems typicAl 
in product assembly. 
Additionally, other issues pertaining to the 
introduction of a cell into a manufacturing environment 
were explored. These issues are touched upon by the 
research and are included in the thesis. In particular, 
the thesis accomplishs four tasks, All of which should be 
of benefit to implementors of such a cell. They are: 
1. Study in detail a robot assembly cell, during its 
planning phase, that is to be placed into production. The 
study of a particular multi-robot assembly cell was used 
to gain an understanding of the types of assembly 
challenges that can be encountered during introduction of 
such cells. The study includes research completed 
independently of the implementing organization plus 
coordinated research with the help of the organization. 
In order to be successful in determining the types of 
problems that may be encountered in such a cell, a plan to 
study the cell obviously had to be developed. This plan in 
and of itself is worthy of note as it highlighted 
....... -.. -
poteriti-al probh,:!m- areas that the .. -rmp-1-emen~·ifl-g-or-gani:!!ation 
4 
had not yet uncovered. This plan will be discussed 1n the 
thesis. 
2. A literature survey was conducted on sensing 
devices of all types relevant to solving the assembly 
problems determined in the previous task. This literature 
survey includes various types of sensing and measurement 
devices. Sensing devices included in the survey range from 
simple sensors such as motion, pressure, force, 
proximity, and temperature to the sophisticated 
and vision sensors now being developed and sold 
1 i mi ted basis. 
touch, 
tactile 
on a 
3. Recommendations are made for the sensor(s) most 
appropriate for each assembly challenge. These 
recommendations are made on the basis of technical 
capabilities subject to cost considerations. In some 
cases, technical merits of the sensor are presented and it 
will be left to the implementor to determine if the price 
for the capability the sensor offers is within the project 
goals. 
4. Recommendations for further study are offered at 
the end of the thesis. 
• •• • .......... 4 :;·::·. 
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3. STUOV OF THE CELL IN DESIGN 
A particular robotic cell wa• •tudiod 1n order to 
gain a firsthand underGland1ng of th• types of problems 
that could be encountered for such cells 1n general. The 
cell chosen was in the planning and design phase of it& 
implementation. 
3.1. METHODOLOGY FOR STUDYING THE CELL 
3.1.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
In order to study and understand the cell being 
designed, a research strategy was developed. The strategy
 
was centered about obtaining information on the following
 
questions and topics: 
* What is the existing quality levels of the 
components? 
* Identify the common parts in the assembly process. 
* Survey the assembly problems, in this case a 
manual assembly operation, with plant and other support
 
personnel. 
* Identify the major quality problems resulting from 
the existing assembly method. Determine the cause of these
 
defects. 
* What redesign of the product would be reasonable in 
6 
order to ~id in the design of the assembly cell. 
* Obtain a clear understanding of thG euistinQ 
assembly process, including tooling, fiuturtno, etc. 
* Study the equipment being design&d into the new 
assembly eel 1. 
* Propose a failure analysis of the robot cell ba•ed 
on the information obtained during the study. Determine 
what solutions are possible to overcome these failures. 
What is technically available to overcome these failures: 
sensors, logic, ••• 
* Investigate how the logic must be set into the 
master control. What should be built in for such areas as 
adaptive controls. 
3.1.2. RESEARCH INTERVIEW PROCESS 
There were two groups involved in the implementation 
of the work cell. The first group was the robotics design 
team. The robotics design team was not a part of the using 
organization but would eventually turn the assembly cell 
over to the using group. The using group was a 
manufacturing based group ultimately responsible for 
running the cell in a manufacturing environment. 
In both cases, the management groups of both 
.. :~-- :· ... - .. --~-- -··- .... 
organizations were approached to o~~~in ~h~ir trust and 
7 
backing for the study of the cell. This was accomplished 
and a management member of each organization was selected 
as a contact for the study team. 
3.1.2.1 USING ORGANIZATION 
The following individuals were involved in the study 
from the manufacturing organization standpointa 
* Plant foreperson 
* Plant manufacturing engineer 
* Plant quality engineer 
* Incoming material inspection supervisor 
* Manufacturing engineer - staff 
* Product design engineer 
Plant Foreperson 
Because the foreperson is typically the individual 
considered most familiar with the "nitty-gritty" of the 
manufacturing floor, this was the first area considered. 
The bulk of the interview process was conducted on 
the plant floor touring the manual assembly area. Each 
station was reviewed in assembly sequence. Additionally, a 
tour of the inspection and rework area was conducted after 
the assembly process was studied • 
.. __ ...• f.L~O}~: .. }'lanufacturing Engineer 
The plant manufacturing engineer was interviewed on 
8 
the manufacturino floor as w•ll. The thrust of these 
discussions c&ntered on the equipment used in the manu•l 
assembly and present problem areaa. Additionally, areas 
of predicted problems with an automatic process were 
discussed with the plant manufacturing engineer. 
Plant Quality Engineer 
Interviews with the quality engineer were conducted 
both on the floor and in the inspection area. The purpose 
of these discussions was to determine the quality problems 
presently occurring on the product. Quality files were 
reviewed plus a tour of quality inspection areas were 
conducted. 
Additionally, discussions were held to attempt to 
anticipate future quality problems based on the quality 
engineer's product knowledge. 
Incoming Material Inspection Supervisor 
Portions of the components used in the assembly are 
not made by the using organization. In order to ascertain 
the expected quality levels of the incoming products, a 
study was conducted by the inspection supervisor. The 
dat• for this study was primarily from the incoming 
inspection reports, complet~.9._pn a sampl_ed ___ basis,.,.,_.£.~ . .!.ti.~----··-·:···-·-· 
....... , .... --··· .... .., ... ,... ......... -. .... ·>--·----·----~· ····· ... . . . -
components used in the cell. 
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Manufacturing Engineer - Staff 
The discussions with staff manufacturing engina•ring 
were extensions of discussions held with th• plant 
manufacturing engineer. The purpose was to probe for 
anticipated problem areas with automation as well as 
existing assembly concerns. Knowledge of the present 
tooling was also gained in these interviews. 
Product Design Engineer 
The product had not been originally designed with 
automated processing as the assembly procedure. 
Discussions with the design engineer centered around two 
areas: 
<l> Changes in the design already planned for the 
product. 
(2) Areas of concern that may require changes in the 
future. 
3.1.2.2 ROBOTIC DESIGN GROUP 
The design group is much smaller in size and 
interviews discussions were held with two individuals: the 
department manager and project design engineer. 
The thrust of these discussions was to review, in 
detail, the group's design of the robotic cell. The 
-e.! anrr.~g- equipment .... _assembly sequence, 
···~·•-•••" 
•• •••• • • 
............ • 00 ···~•~•so••• 0 
contcol questi .. ons,. 
anticipated problem areas, and any special considerations 
10 
were discussed. 
The detailed discussions with this group were the 
last research study interviews. In this way, the 
knowledge gained by studying the using organization could 
be provided to this group through the discussion. 
3.2. PRODUCT TO BE ASSEMBLED ON THE CELL 
Due to the proprietary nature of the material in this 
section, the products must be discussed in general terms. 
It is believed that the general nature of the material 
does not compromise the content. 
The product to be assembled in the cell is a 
relatively small, light industrial component. It is 
considered a high quality product and has that reputation 
by the customer base. There are two primary variations of 
the product and both will be assembled in the robotic 
cell. Within these two primary variations are additional 
product differences. While these variations can be 
significant from the customer's point of view, they are 
not significantly different from the robotic assembly 
point of view. For the sake of simplicity, it will be 
assumed that these two primary variations represent the 
,P.r.:JJJll.!~.t .. 1 i n1:;L .. in tc;i:tal. . ~1}_1:n .tb_!¥._§e additional product ,,..,..______ ..... ·---·· ··-·-..... , .•. _ .. 
.. 
·- .. ·"·--··--·· 
differences do affect the design of the robotic cell, 
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these differences will be addressed as required. The 
components of the assembly are described below: 
Component A: Component A is a subassembly with an 
electroplated metal case made in a prior operation at 
another manual assembly area. It is the only component 
that has had a prior assembly operation. Each of the 
primary variations of the product have a different A 
component. 
Component A will be the focal point for describing 
the remaining components of the product. It can be 
considered the core component of the assembly with the 
other components being selected on the basis of which 
component A is required. 
Component B: Component Bis a plastic molded part 
produced by a molding facility outside of the assembly 
plant. Component Bis assembled onto the top of Component 
A in a loose manner, ie, it is merely placed on the 
component A and held in place by gravity and located by 
features on Component A. 
Component C: Component C is an electroplated metal 
component provided by a facility outside of the assembly 
plant. Component C is fitted over Component B. Component 
.. .. r....__, .. __ ···-· ... 
C is then permanently attached to Component A by a metal 
12 
forming operation. This also captures Component 9 and it 
,~ now also a permanent part of the subassembly. 
Component D: Component Dis a plastic molded part 
provided by a molding facility outside of the as&embly 
plant. 
Component 
It is assembled to the bottom of component A. 
D is located by location devices and is 
permanently attached in one of three ways: 
1. It snaps into place with physical snap features. 
2. It is held in place by friction in anticipation 
of a secondary operation for permanent attachment. (This 
secondary operation will not be a feature of the robotic 
cell and is not mentioned further.> 
For variation 1 of the finished product assembly, the 
addition of component Din either of the two methods noted 
above completes the components required for assembly. 
3. An additional metal component <Component E 
described below) is added, similar to Component C and 
attached in the same metal forming manner as Component C. 
Component E: Component Eis an electroplated metal 
component provided by a facility outside of the assembly 
plant. This component is required on only variation 2 of 
the _ pr.oduct var:}~~J_ons and is an additional assemb 1 y step 
, ...... -·-·--··- ···-·· .... 
......... ,,.._ .... _. __ ·--··· .. ··-··-·;·:;;_.:.,. ·-·-· .. . ;··:· - ,..;._·-· ·•··-
for this variation. 
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forming operation. Thi. also c•ptures Component Band it 
is now also a permanent part of the subassembly. 
Component D: Component Dis a plastic molded part 
provided by a molding facility outside of the assembly 
plant. 
Component 
It is assembled to the bottom of component A. 
D is located by location devices and is 
permanently attached in one of three ways: 
1. It snaps into place with physical snap features. 
2. It is held in place by friction in anticipation 
of a secondary operation for permanent attachment. (This 
secondary operation will not be a feature of the robotic 
cell and is not mentioned further.> 
For variation 1 of the finished product assembly, the 
addition of component Din either of the two methods noted 
above completes the components required for assembly. 
3. An additional metal component (Component E 
described below> is added, similar to Component C and 
attached in the same metal forming manner as Component C. 
Component E: Component Eis an electroplated metal 
component provided by a facility outside of the assembly 
plant. This component is required on only variation 2 of 
the product variations and is an additional assembly step 
for this variatio~. 
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Component E 1s fitted over Component D and is then 
permanently attached to Component A. This .lso captures 
component D and it is now also~ permanent part of the 
subassembly. 
The attachment of Component E completes the assembly 
of the main body of the product for variation 2. 
Component F: Component F is a very small 
commercially available metal fastening device required on 
over half of the finished product for both variations 1 
and 2. Variation 1 reqlli re,s two of Component F and 
variation 2 requires four of Component F. 
Component Fis attached with tooling designed by the 
manufacturing organization. It requires fairly precise 
location and is then attached in a staking process. 
Component Fis the last component attached in the existing 
manual process. 
There are several variations for each component 
described except for component F. These variations 
complicate the assembly process somewhat, but a full 
description of these variations is omitted to simplify the 
product description. 
In addition to these components, printing is required 
on all completed assemblies for part identification and 
other pertinent information. This printing operation will 
14 
be tncluded in tho robotic cell. 
3.3. MANUAL ASSEMBLY METHOD 
The present method of assembling the product today is 
strictly • manual assembly operation. The assembly is 
straightforward and is described here. 
3.3.1. VARIATION 1 
This variation is comprised of Components A, B, c, D, 
and two F's (optional>. Finished assemblies are printed 
after the components are assembled. 
Step 1: Subassembly component A is presented to the 
assembly area in loose form. The assembler lays the parts 
on the assembly table. 
Step 2: Assembler places component B onto the 
subassembly. 
featL1res. 
Location is accomplished by locating 
Step 3: Assembler places component C onto the 
subassembly covering component B. 
Step 4: Assembler turns part over~ places component 
D onto the opposite side of the subassembly. 
Step 5: A-~~~n:t~ler pl~ces completed, bu.t not yet 
permanently fastened assembly, off to the side until the 
neNt operation. 
15 
Step 61 Operator pl•ces the p•rt from Step 5 into a 
slide fi~ture and pushed into tooling that 
Cl) Permanently joins the components A, B, and C 
through metal forming of C to A. 
C2> Pushes component D until it either snaps in 
place (one version) or until it bottoms onto subassembly 
A. The "bottomed" version is held into place by 
sufficient interference until the secondary operation off 
line permanently joins it. 
Step 7: The assemblies are taken to the printing 
station where they are semi-automatically printed. The 
operator takes each part and places a "priming" fluid on 
two sides of the assembly in order for printing to be 
accepted. The primer is administered by a hand device 
with a sponge tip. 
Step 8: The operator then places one part into a 
fixture and presses a switch that activates the printer 
and prints the parts. 
Step 9: Parts are removed from the printer and 
placed on a moving conveyor with a drying device. They 
drop into a bulk container at the end of the conveyor. 
Step 10: (optional> Two of component F are "staked" 
--into locating holes onto the assembl~-~n-~a~h·--e~a; --Th~-
components are added one at a time by tooling designed 
16 
internal 1 y. Location of the parts is accomplished by the 
operator visually and by 11 feel". 
The parts are completed after step 10. 
3.3.2. VARIATION 2 
This variation is comprised of components A, B, c, D, 
E, and four F's <optional>. 
Step 1: Subassembly component A is presented to the 
assembler on a rack. The rack aligns the subassemblies 
side by side with all in the same direction. 
Step 2: 
sLtbassemb l y. 
features. 
Assembler places component B onto the 
Location is accomplished by locating 
Step 3. Assembler places component C onto the 
subassembly, covering component B. 
Step 4: Assembler place$ another rack over the parts 
trapping the parts in place. The racks are then turned 
over to expose the bottom of the assembly. 
Step 5: Assembler places component D onto the 
subassembly. Location is accomplished by location 
features. 
. -· ···-- -·. 
··-·- ···--- ···-·-·--······ 
--·· 
____ .. ______ --· 
i:ftep Assembler 
.. 
6: places component E onto the 
subassembly, covering component D. 
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... 
Step 7: Assembler places completed rack at next 
operation to permanently Join subassembly. 
Step a: Operator removes a part from the rack and 
places into a slide fixture and pushes into tooling that 
permanently Joins all components of the subassembly 
through metal forming of C to A and E to A. 
Step 9: The assemblies are taken to the printing 
station where they are semi-automatically printed. The 
operator takes each part and primes as with variation l. 
Step 10: Parts are printed as in variation l. 
Step 11 (optional): Four of component Fare "staked" 
into locating holes onto the assembly, two at each end. 
The component is added one at a time by tooling designed 
internally. Location of the parts is accomplished by the 
operator visually and by "feel". 
These operations are all to be completed with the use 
of a multi-robotic assembly cell. 
3.3.3. OPERATOR INTRINSICS DURING MANUAL ASSEMBLY 
While at first glance the manual assembly of the 
parts appear straightforward, observations of the assembly 
plus i,:i:terv~e~l? with pers9.nn1?J- reve.aled cgr.tain c1.rea$. of 
-----·--···· ··-··· .... 
the assembly process that are operator sensitive. 
* Assembly of component B onto subassembly component 
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another purpos•. 
but rather have 
Loc•tion and anserting 8 into A often 
rc;,,qui res that the operator either "j t ggl e" the part on or, 
in some ca&es, straighten part of the subassembly 
component A. This is common practice. It has not received 
much attention due to the operator skill in overcoming 
this situation. 
This condition is also applicable, although to a 
1 esser extent, when assembling component D onto 
subassembly component A. However, because the lead-in of 
the components for this assembly operation is 
generous, the difficulty is greatly reduced. 
more 
* Occasionally, due to warpage on subassembly 
component A, component B will not fully insert or is 
cocked to one side. 
this occurs. 
The subassembly is set aside when 
* The electroplating on components C and E 
occasionally produces voids in some parts. These parts 
are visually screened by the operator during assembly. 
* Plastic components Band Dare occasionally not 
..... proper!~- molded. Parts can display either a "nonfill" 
condition or have areas "plugged" that should be open. 
Either condition is visually seen by the operator and set 
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aside. 
* The fasten1ng attachment op•r•tlon is located by 
operator feel. Often the f•~t•ner t• not properly 
attached and the operator must repeat the operation. 
* The operator at the printing station visually 
inspects the printing on each part. This operation is 
considered important to the "visual" quality of the 
assembly. "Smeared" or otherwise unacceptable parts are 
reprinted. 
An effort is being made by the organization to 
overcome some of these areas. 
The problem of assembling component B onto 
subassembly component A is being addressed. A more 
generous lead in area is being designed into component B 
and fixturing for subassembly component A is being 
"cleaned up". However, even with these changes, there is 
a possibility of problems during assembly. 
Also, a redesign of the fastener attachment device is 
underway as the robot cell will have a positive step 
rather than "operator feel". Again, this is a tricky area 
in that the commercially available fastener itself has 
varying gual!ty·· and coL1ld .cause problems even with this 
redesign. 
These "operator sensitive" areas will pose challenges 
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to cell desig~~rs and tha implementino organi:ation. 
J.4. THE ROBOTIC CELL 
The cell designed to assemble the components of the 
assembly is a five robot design. 
its layout. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates 
STA'i'IOH 
,/1 
STATIO!I 
,i5 
FIGURE 3.1= ROBOTIC CELL LAYOUT 
The cell consists of the following: 
* 5 SCARA class robots 
* Material loading device 
· · ______ ........ · ... -----· ·-·-·-·· .. -- ·--·-.:77_-····· 
* Conveyor and pallet system 
* 7 vibrating feed bowls/feed tracks 
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STATIC!! 
·-~ If~ 
• PriminQ •tation/toollng 
* Met•l forming statlon/tooling 
* Printing station/tooling 
* Print dryino station 
* Staking station/tooling 
* Finish assembly bulk package station 
In all, there are 8 stations in the robotic cell that 
will do all the steps noted previously in the manual 
assembly area. In order to understand the robotic 
assembly process, a station by station description is 
given. 
The description not only de9cribes the physical 
action of the station, but notes any sensing devices 
planned and the reason for these devices. 
Prior to discussing the action of the 9tations on the 
cell, descriptions of the conveyor/pallet system and 
robots are given. 
3.4.1. CONVEYOR/PALLET SYSTEM 
The conveyor system is a modular design that permits 
a system of various configurations. Each straight track 
.~r.ea of the .conveyor has. its. own pall et tr.an sf er device, 
making the conveyor an asyncronous design. 
Pallets are advanced through the system by a moving 
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belt at each modul•. No •xtarn•l J/0 is nv•ded to tr•n~f•r 
pallets from one s•ction of track to th• next. Tho turns 
are all 60 degrees enabling the pallet to be picked up by 
the next module before leaving the prior module <see 
Figure 3. 1 > • 
When a pallet is in a station that requires 
stopping the pallet, a "v" stop accurately locates the 
pallet. A pin at the bottom of the pallet is located by 
the "v" block. 
The conveyor system has a lift and locate device if 
heavy insertion forces are required. The lift and locate 
device in effect transfers force to the floor rather than 
the conveyor system. 
The conveying system has simple stopping devices 
ahead of the work station to assure that pallets do not 
intrude into or collide with a pallet that is in a work 
station. This is accomplished with a proximity sensor 
that simply tells the stopping device if a work station 
has a pallet in it. 
3.4.2. ROBOTS IN THE CELL 
The . robots in -the cs1-·1--·-·ar~- a? J.' ;t;od-HiE!<;,I .. SC-ARA .~l.as£i.-·· 
robots. Rather than the 3 1/2 axis robots normally 
associated with SCARA class~ the robots selected have a 
2 -:r . .:, 
profile as shown in Figure 3.2. The fiour• comparws the 
modified profile vs. the standard SCARA profile. 
Modified Seara Sc;ara 
FIGURE 3.2: COMPARISON OF MODIFIED VS. STD. SCARA 
3.4.3. STATION DESCRIPTION OF THE ROBOTIC CELL 
The stations in the cell are as follows: 
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Station 2. 
SUB-ASS.EMBLY 
PALLET 
PLACE: SUS-
ASSEl•JiLY 
:::J 
,.... 
, 
,,, 
' > 
, 
' 
') 
/ 
FIGURE 3.3: STATION 2 
Objective of the stations 
component A onto the conveyor pallet. 
to place subassembly 
Components in the station are: 
* Material stacking device 
* SCARA robot 
* Subassembly orientation check 
Subassembly component A has been manually preloaded 
into the material stacking system on racks. 
The robot will search the top rack for parts and pick 
as they are located. An optical gripper sensor will be 
Lisee! fQr thi S Search operati On• 
As a rack is emptied, it will be automatically 
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removed and a full rac~ indeKed into position. 
The robot passa9 the subassembly through an optic•l 
sensor that assures part orientation. Orientation is 
checked because the suba9sembly racks are hand loaded. 
The subassemblies are placed on the conveyor pallet and 
placed on pallet locating devices. Full p•llets are 
released from the station. 
Station 3 (see Figure 3.1) 
Objective of the station: To place priming liquid on 
the subassembly in preparation for printing. 
The component in the station is a custom designed 
device that holds and injects the priming fluid. 
The station operates "on the fly" in that as the 
pallet is sensed, priming fluid is injected into a 
spongelike apparatus and physically touched the 
subassembly as it goes by. 
are primed at the same time. 
Both sides of the subassembly 
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..... 
Station 4. 
BOWL 1'/2 
FIGURE 3.4: STATION 4 
Objective of the station1 To assemble components B 
and C to subassembly component A (does not permanently 
attach). 
Components in the station are: 
* Three vibrating bowls and feed tracks 
* SCARA robot 
* Component orientation check at each vibratory 
bowl 
Variations in plastic component B required that 
bowls must be used for different end products, but 
two 
only 
·-one b«.1Yir1--ts· .. rcti-ve ·at a ·timer.-······A1r metal-c"t:impoiients C · can 
be fed with the same bowl. 
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After receiving a pallet into th• station, the robot 
picks component B from the escapement mechanism and places 
it on subassembly component A. It then returns to pick 
component C and places it over component B. 
Both components Band C must be properly oriented by 
the robot. The vibratory bowl is a feeder but only 
partial selector. Parts can be oriented 180 degrees from 
one another in the escapement mechanism. <This reduces 
the cost of the vibratory bowl>. A simple optical sensor 
determines the orientation of the part and relays this 
information to the robot. The part is rotated accordingly 
during the transfer to the pallet. 
The wrist on the robot has a contact switch that is 
closed if pressure causes a loaded spring to collapse on 
the switch to assure that the components have not "hung 
up" on the subassembly and will not insert. If this 
sensor makes contact, the component is discarded and a new 
component selected. This occurs for an as yet 
undetermined amount of times (perhaps three) until an 
operator alarm of some type will notify the operator that 
a problem exists at the station and the station shut9 
down. 
,.._,.••w-•·-
After t~·e··componentshave b·ere·n ·successfully inserted, 
the pallet is released from the station. 
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Station 5. <see Fiour& 3.l> 
Objective of the station: To permanently •ttach 
components Band C to subassembly component A by a metal 
forming operation. 
The component in the station is a custom designed 
metal forming device. 
At this station, the pallet is stopped at the metal 
forming device. The subassemblies are not removed from 
the pallet location devices. The metal forming device 
cycles once and permanently attaches the components. No 
sensing is used at this station other than the conveyor 
sensing devices. 
After the device has cycled, the pallet is released 
from the station. 
Sta ti on 6. 
.i-'filHT 
STATION 
FIGURE 3.5: STATION 6 
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ObJective of the station: To print th& subassembly 
as required. 
Components in the station area: 
• Commercially available printing equipment 
9lightly modified to fit into the robot cell. 
* SCARA robot 
After the pallet is in place at the printing station, 
the robot picks the subassembly from the pallet and places 
it in the print head mechanism. The printer cycles and 
the robot again picks the part and rotates it 180 degrees. 
The part is then placed at a different height and printed 
on the opposite side. 
pallet. 
The robot replaces the part on the 
There is no printing verification designed for the 
cell. 
After the sllbassembly is replaced to the pallet, the 
pallet is released from the station. 
Station 7. (see Figllre 3.1) 
Objective of the station: 
station 6. 
To "cllre" the ink from 
The component in this station is a commercially 
available drying device slightly modified to fit into the 
1~obot eel 1 • 
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This operation is completed "on the fly" and no 
sensing devices are required. 
Station a. 
J:UJ!I ST,U'I011 
--· 1 
I 
' ,, 
,. I 
FIGURE 3.6: STATION 8 
Objective of the station: To permanently attach the 
fastening devices to the subassembly. 
Components in the station are: 
* Vibratory bo~l to feed/select fastening 
devices 
······ ·-··:*·- .. Cust9m designed metal fastener.:..... atta£.b.tog . 
... 
. .. ··-- ...... . 
device 
* SCARA robot 
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Subassemblies are removed from the pallet by the 
robot and placed into the fastener attaching device. For 
variation 1, two fasteners are attached, one at a time. 
The robot places side 1 into the device and the fastener 
is attached. The robot removes the subassembly, rotates 
180 degrees, and places side 2 into the device to attach 
the second fastener. 
For variation 2 of the product, four fasteners are 
attached. The part is taken to an "inverter" and the 
subassembly is inverted top to bottom. 
fasteners are then attached as above. 
Two additional 
After all fasteners are attached, the subassembly is 
returned to the pallet. There is a sensing device in the 
escapement of the fastener attaching devices to assure 
that a fastener is ready to be inserted, but there is no 
check to see if the fastener is successfully attached. 
After the subassembly is returned to the pallet, it 
is released from the station. 
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St.!l&or, I. 
FIGURE 3.7: STATION 1 
Station l is a complicated station in that it really 
performs different functions depending upon whether 
variation 1 or variation 2 of the product is being run. 
Accordingly, the explanation for this station is broken 
into two parts. 
Objective of the station for variation 1: To add 
component D to the subassembly and place it in a bulk 
-m..i.teri al handling- cont~iner~ c oinp 1 et"fa - · ·· 
after this operation. 
Components in the station are: 
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fThree vibratory feeder bowls/feed tr~cks 
.tSCARA robot 
*Offload bul~ container 
The operation of this cell for the vibratory bowl 
system is the same as station #4. It will not be repeated 
here. 
After the pallet is accepted into the station, the 
subassemblies are picked from the pallet. They are then 
inserted into component D at the escapement area. For 
those variations that snap into place, the completed 
assembly is removed from the escapement and placed in the 
bulk material handler. For those variations that do not 
snap into place, the part is regripped in a manner that 
component D does not drop off, The part is also placed in 
the bulk material container. 
The wrist sensor detects if the assembly has "hung 
up" and will not insert. As before, the logic is the 
same. If it occurs more then X times, an operator is 
notified. 
Objective of the station for variation 2: To place a 
completed assembly in the bulk material contained and to 
•s:---:- __ ·::-begl:r another ass·e1nbly -by p-1-aci ng compon-ent-s---B-1!\-nd .£·---·Ort · 
the pallet. 
After removing a completed assembly, this station 
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.lClllillly 
placing 
pall et 
places components O and Eon the pallet, thus 
the "bottom" components of variation 2 on the 
prior to entering station #2. The subassembly 
component A is placed "on top" of these components at the 
next station. 
In effect, this station both begins and finishes the 
assembly of variation 2 of the product. 
3.5. ASSEMBLY CHALLENGES PROVIDED BY STUDY 
Assembly challenges that can be aided through the 
proper use of sensors can be divided into several 
categories. While there is some overlapping in this list, 
each can be an independent challenge to the designer. 
The challenges are: 
* Detect component part presence 
* Detect component part orientation 
* Detect component part misfeed at part presenter 
* Component part inspection 
* Detect conditions of improper assembly 
damage to robot or product 
without 
* Assure component part has been properly assembled 
* A51::iembled part ·1nspection 
General solutions to these challenges are presented 
in Chapter 5 of the thesis. 
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4. LITERATURE SEARCH OF SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
The purposQ of this chapter is to give tho result$ of 
~ literature search with the intent of determining the 
types of sensors and transducers available today. The 
sensors and transducers listed in this section are not 
necessarily limited to those presently used in the area of 
robotics. Many, particularly analog devices used in other 
industrial areas, could become useful as the state of the 
art in robotic sensors is advanced. 
Continuously variable analog devices have been the 
subject of much research since the mid 1960's. Most of 
these devices have relied upon the generation of electric 
signals resulting from the deformation of some force-
sensitive material.C14J Many of these are noted later in 
this survey. 
Much effort is ongoing today to manufacture solid 
state sensors that will do everything that existing analog 
devices can do, only faster and better. 
particularly significant due to the trend 
This is 
toward 
microprocessors in manufacturing. While sensors have been 
part of the overall system in a manufacturing, typically 
the sensors have·· feci Tr.-formation to compufers by output 
signals. 
In fact, most of the elements of electronic control 
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systems have been avafl~blo for ~ome time on silicon 
chtps, wath the exception of sensors and actuators. But 
silicon ls sensitive to many of the variables that must be 
sensed, and recent d~velopments now allow some solid-state 
sensors to be put onto the same microchips ~s with their 
circuitry.C15J Section 4.3.10 will expand on the role of 
silicon sensors for the future. 
Nevertheless, today's robot performs tasks which, 
although useful, are at the same time quite primitive. 
Most are accomplished open loop, ie., there is no sensory 
feedback to permit the robot to know the state of the 
world. Those relatively few tasks that use sensing 
feedback do so with simple vision to touch-feedback 
information. More sophisticated and competent touch 
sensing could lead to a significant increase in automated 
manipulation and small-parts assembly.C16J 
Therefore, while there are many sensors and 
transducers available to solve many of today's problems in 
a robotic cell, it would be a mistake to assume that this 
is a mature and known science. To the contrary, 
significant work is necessary to obtain sensory feedback 
. .. • --~···-·"-- ~, ...... ,--~---... ···-· .... -·-·· .. ··-- ...... ---···- +-· -
...... .._ _____ ·---- _ .........._.... ... , ... _._ ___ .......... __ _ 
.. -
-· .. -· in a workcell that will be useful and efficient. 
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4.1. ARTlFICJAL INTELLIGENCE AND ROBOTICS 
Artificial Intelligence <AJ>, according to Rich, is 
the study of how to make computers do things at which, at 
the moment, human; are better. C1Bl In expanding this 
definition of artificial intelligence to the area of 
robotics, a suitable definition may be the study of how to 
make a robotic cell processor or controller permit a robot 
or robotic cell do things at which, at the moment, humans 
are better. 
There are three subfields of AI today: natural 
knowledge processing, vision and robotics, and knowledge 
engineering. C19l This report is primarily concerned with 
that portion involved with robotics and the sensors that 
provide the cell processor or controller with its 
knowledge of the world. 
The challenge for designers of a manufacturing cell, 
whether a robotic cell, dedicated equipment, etc., will 
not just be to choose the proper sensor, but to choose a 
group of sensors integrated properly to provide the types 
of control that will be necessary to duplicate, or improve 
upon, the human operator. This control scheme should 
enable the robot to detect. JJ:u~. wgr.J_a . _cond.lt;j_on,. 
~naJ yz_. ,e. •.,·.:.,_-.:.::::. _ 
.. ··-~-~--
it, and be prepared to take appropriate action. This 
scheme should, in those instances where an error detection 
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•~ ~lro~dy too l~t& to salv•ga the product (such as 
detecttnq a smashed component after trying to assemble a 
defoctive part>, also be capable of predicting if an error 
will occur before it actually does occur. In this simple 
case, checking key d1mensjons on the component to assure 
proper assembly and discarding those parts that would 
cause smashed assemblies may be appropriate. 
Groover lists six control strategies. C20l They are: 
1. Regulatory control. Control by maintaining a 
performance variable at a certain level, or within a given 
tolerance band of that level. To accomplish this, set 
points would be determined for individual feedback loops 
and other control actions would be taken to compensate for 
disturbances to the process. 
2. Feedforward control. Disturbances are measured 
before they have upset the process, and anticipatory 
action is taken. This corrects a deficiency of regulatory 
control because a process must already be disturbed for a 
regulatory controlled process to take action. 
3. Preplanned control. Preplanned control refers to 
the use of the computer for directing the process or 
eqLli pment to carry out a predetermined series of qg_E;1rati on 
·-·· ··----···-·· ... ---.. ------·· -·--·--· ·-----· ---
·,r--•-,,,-.. ,.,-·..-...·-,.·;-..... ___ ···-•••-' 
-···- -·····--·-------· ...... 
steps. Preplanned control may or may not use feedback to 
assure that the proper steps have been taken. 
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4. Stoilildy-~t.-to opt1m.-1 control. Ar, opcm loop •v•tN\ 
performanco ~re ~nown an ~dvance. 
~. Adaptive control. A comb1n~t1on of both optimal 
control, 1e., foatures of the system •ro ~nown an •dv~nce, 
and feedback. An Gdapt1ve control system monitors a 
process that changes over time in an unpred1ctable 
fashion. The system must compensate for this unpredictable 
environment by monitoring its own performance and 
regulating some portion of its control mechanism. 
6. Search Techniques. Similar to adaptive control 
except the general relationships of the control variables 
is unknown. Search techniques are used when the designer 
has a lack of knowledge about the process.C20J 
In order to better understand the manner in which 
sensors have been utilized to advance the intelligence of 
robots~ a review of the current state of the art in 
key areas of robotics is given. The bulk of the 
information in this section is taken from a study by 
Nagel, Albus, et al.C17J 
The authors admit that the conclusions in their 
report are predictions on a technology that is very 
active. 
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..... -----· .. 
-··- ···~--·-----
End Effector&. 
Now. Currently gripper& and spaci•l tooJ•. They •re 
typically binary Copen or closed, on or off) •nd have fow 
or rudimentary sensor$; very gimple mach~ntc•l •cttons and 
rudimentary force control. 
By 1989. End effP.ctors with proportional mobility--a 
hand that can be centered and servoed to fit a wide 
variety of objects. Position and force sensors and limited 
tactile sensing. Research labs will have developed 
multi-fingered hands and demonstrated their use to grasp a 
variety of three dimensional shapes. 
Contact and tactile sensing. 
Now. Few robots have force or tactile sensors, but 
there are scattered exceptions. 
By 1989. Force sensing wrists and techniques for 
controlling force will be available. They are likely to 
work only in benign situations, but should be able to 
tighten nuts, insert shafts, and other simple assembly 
operations. Will not yet be good enough to identify 
objects by feeling them. 
Vision Sensors • 
.. --··--··· --·· . -- .......... -.. . 
Now. Current commercial versions are restricted 
... · ... -""'"···.,...,· =··=·-=·- ... . -- . 
.. .::·.::-~--.:=~---- -· .:.-::-·· - . ,- .. ---:--..... ___ "!...~.:.:.::::::::-:. 
to 
binary image and simple features; gray scale and color are 
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available only in very rostr1ctive form. 
3-0 vision systems, structured light, and stereo 
approaches to acquiring depth image are rudimentary and 
only beginning to emerge into commercial systems. 
By 1989. VLSI implementation now in labs will be 
commercialized. This will facilitate edge images from 
gray-scale 
developed. 
data, and richer feature sets will be 
Laboratory systems of several varieties of 3-0 vision 
will be commercially available. They will be slow, produce 
noisy images, and have limited resolution. C17J 
While the authors may be justified in their rather 
dismal view of the present use of sensors, it is not 
because there are few sensors and transducers from which 
to choose. As is shown in the following section, many 
sensors exist today that can be applied to a robotic cell. 
Some of the sensors covered have not yet been used in 
robotics, and many others are still in the development 
stages. 
4.2. TRANSDUCTION ELEMENTS 
Transducers used for measurement are defined as 
devices which provide a usable output in response to a 
specific measurand. The measurand is the physical quality, 
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property, or cond1tion which is measured. 
Before entering into a detailed 11st of the sensor• 
that are available, a number of basic transduction 
elements common to transducers for several measurands are 
described here. An understanding of these transduction 
elements is essential before attempting to understand the 
function of the sensors using these techniques. 
Capacitive transduction: In a capacitive transducer, the 
measurand is converted into a change in capacitance. Since 
a capacitor consists essentially of two conductors 
separated by an insulator, the change in capacitance 
occurs typically when a displacement of the sensing 
element causes a moving conductive surface to move toward 
or away from a stationary conductive surface. 
Electromagnetic transduction: In an electromagnetic 
transducer, the measurand is converted into an 
electromotive force (output voltage) induced in a 
conductor by a change in the magnetic flux in the absence 
of excitation. The change in magnetic flux is normally 
accomplished by relative motion between a magnet or a 
piece of magnetic material and an electromagnet. 
Inductive transduction: In an inductive transducer, the 
measurand is converted into a change o~ the self-
inductance of a s1ngle coil. This is usually •ffected by a 
displacement of the coil's core, which is linked or 
attached to a mechanical sensing element. 
Photoconductive transduction: In a photoconductive 
transducer, the measurand is converted into a change in 
resistance of a semiconductive material by a change in the 
amount of illumination incident on the material. In the 
case of light-intensity transducers, the resistance change 
is a direct result of a change in incident illumination 
intensity. 
Photovoltaic transduction: In a photovoltaic transducer, 
the measurand is converted into a change in the voltage 
generated when a junction between certain dissimilar 
materials is illuminated. This principle is primarily 
utilized for direct measurement of light intensity. It can 
also be used in other transducers provided with mechanical 
means to change the intensity of incident illumination 
originating in an integral light source. 
Piezoelectric transduction: In a piezoelectric transducer, 
the measurand is converted into a change in the 
electrastat(2- charg~ of voltage generated by certain 
materials when mechanically stressed. The stress is 
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developed by compression or tension forces ttx&rtod 
directly by a sensing element or by a mechanical member 
linked to a sensing element. 
Potentiometric transduction: In a potentiomatric 
transducer, the measurand is converted into a change in 
the position of a movable contact on a resistance element. 
The wiper arm causes a change in the resistance ratio 
between the resistance from one element end to the wiper 
arm and the total element resistance. 
Reluctance transduction: In a reluctive transducer, the 
measurand is converted into an a-c voltage change by a 
change 
with 
in the reluctance path between two or more coils, 
a-c excitation applied to the coil system. The 
category of reluctive transduction elements includes those 
circuits frequently referred to as "variable-reluctance", 
"inductance bridge", and "differential transformer" 
circuits since their outputs are a-c voltage changes. The 
change in reluctance is usually accomplished by the 
di~placement of a magnetic core. 
Resistive transduction: In a resistive transducer, the 
mec1surand is converted :.R-to a change of . resistance. .:fhe 
resistance change in a conductor or semiconductor is 
effected by various means, including heating or cooling, 
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applying mechanical stresses, or sliding a wiper arm along 
a rheostat-connected resistance element. 
Strain-gage transduction: In a strain-gage tran&ducer, a 
special version of the resistive transducer, the measurand 
is converted into a resistance change, due to strain, 
usually in two or four arms of a Wheatstone Bridge. The 
bridge output is a voltage change. 
Thermoelectric transduction: In a thermoelectric 
transducer, the measurand is changed into an electromotive 
force <voltage) or a current. This effect is caused by 
having two dissimilar materials connected at two 
thermojunctions, each at a different temperature. 
4.3. SENSOR SURVEY 
This sensor survey is intended to give the reader a 
wide cross-section of the types of sensors available 
today. The breadth of the survey is to enable the designer 
to have a number of possible solutions for a particular 
problem. The designer's first challenge is not likely to 
be to find a suitable sensor to solve an assembly 
situation, but rather fo find the best sensor soluti"on.· · 
Where possible, a standard format is used in 
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describing the various sensors. In some cases, the format 
is not adhered to, particularly in the more complex 
tactile and vision sensors. 
4.3.t. MOTION SENSORS 
The sensors listed in this section are typically used 
as a measure of motion. 
Sensor: Resistive Potentiometer 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: +/- .1 to+/- .20 in. for 
translation; +/- 10 deg. to 60 full turns for rotation. 
Sensing (transduction) element: Resistive transduction 
provided with a movable element. 
Input levels: mVolt and Volt range 
Output levels: same-linear function of input displacement. 
Comments: Motion can be rotational, translational, or a 
combination of both. Resistive elements in common use 
may be classified as wire-bound, carbon film, or 
conducting plastic. Under good environmental 
conditions, the useful life of a potentiometer may be 
more than 20,000,000 strokes. C2J 
Sensor: LVDT (Linear variable-differential transformer) 
Up~er/lower limits of measurand: See comments. 
Sensing <transduction> element: mutual inductance 
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Input levelsr 3 to 1~ V rmsa frequency 60 to 20,000 cp& 
Output levelsitypically .6 to 30 mVolts/.001 in. movement 
Comments: LVDT's use three coils variously configured. 
Movement of a core changes the mutual inductance in a 
predictable manner, thus allowing detection of 
movement. C2J LVDT's are being found quite useful in 
robotic applications. LVDT's have a number of 
features that make them close to ideal transducers. 
Included are frictionless operation, 
life, infinite resolution, excellent 
long mechanical 
repeatability, 
In fact, due to the and input/output isolation. 
advent of the use of microprocessor-sand robotics, 
hybrid LVDT-to-digital converters are now available. 
These conver-ters are available housed in a single 
hybrid package. C21J 
Sensor: Optical encoders 
Upper-/lower limits of measur-and: .05 mil possible 
Sensing (tr-ansduction) element: Photoconductive or 
photovoltaic 
Output levels: Signal levels compatible with TTL or CMOS. 
Comments: These sensors generally oper-ate by light 
inte_rruptiqn or reflection. Int~rrupti6n schemes 
depend 
1 ight 
on a separate vane or- gr-id to 
beam passing between and LED 
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inter-rupt a 
and light 
detector, and reflection schemes use the sensed 
surface to reflect LED light to the detector. Outputs 
are often digitized by producing a pulse each time a 
detector output wave passes through a predetermined 
value. C25J 
Sensor: Resistive Strain Gauge 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: .0015 in. and less 
Sensing (transduction> element: Strain-gage transduction 
Input levels: Typical level is 5 Volts 
Output levels: Quite low. Must usually be amplified 
Comments: Can be wire on flat grid, helical, or on thin 
etched foil. Typically attached (cemented) to 
measuring surface. Semi-conductors are available and 
have higher gage factor compared to conductors. C2J 
These transducers are more often found in force 
measurements for robotic applications. 
sensor section) 
Sensor: Syncro 
<See force 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: continuous rotation 
Sensing (transduction) element: mutual inductance 
Inpul levels: 60 to 400 ctps a-c typical 
Output levels: 1 volt/deg~ rotation typical 
Comments: Syncro•s are a rotor stator transducer for 
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measurino anoul•r movement. Mutual inductance changes 
due to rotor movement c•usinQ output voltage to 
change in a predictable way. Used mostly as a 
component of a servomechanism. C2J 
Sensor: Induction Potentiometer 
Upper/lower limits of measurand:+/- 60 deg. to+/- 90 deg. 
Sensing (transduction> element: mutual inductance 
Input levels: 60-400 cps a-c 
Output levels: 1 volt/degree rotation 
Comments: Operate on similar principles as syncros. Are to 
be used for angular motion measurement. C2J 
Sensors Variable inductance/ variable reluctance pickups 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Stroke lengths of .100 
in. to 2 in. 
Sensing (transduction) element: Inductance or reluctance 
Input levels: Typical 5 to 30 volts at 50 to 5000 cps. 
Output levels: Typical 5 to 40 Volts/in. 
Comments: Operate on similar principles as LVDT's, but 
use only two inductance coils with a movable core. 
Core movement causes output voltage to change in a 
., predictable manner. C2J These transduc~rs are not 
used with the frequency of LVDT's. 
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Sensors C~pacitive pickups 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Sea comments 
Sensing <transduction> elements Capacitive transduction 
Input levels: See comments 
Output levels1 See comments 
Comments1 These devices tend to be special purpose devices 
developed for particular problems rather than be 
commercially available. Typically these sensors are 
supported with more complex electronics compared to 
others. Their advantage is a high sensitivity to 
movement. C2J 
Sensor: Electro-optical devices 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: ranges from .12 microinch 
to several inches 
Sensing (transduction> element: Photoconductive 
Input levels: See comments 
Output levels: Typical full scale range is 40 volts 
Comments: Light from source is projected to surface being 
measured. Amount of reflection back to photocell can 
be controlled by requiring constant output voltage, 
causing "sl~ve effect" in that an edge can be tracked 
and measured. [2J 
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4.3.2. FORCE SENSORS 
The sensors reviewed in this section are typically 
viewed as force sensors. 
Sensor: Bonded Strain Gage Transducers 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: See comments 
Sensing (transduction> element: Strain-gage transduction 
Input levels: 10-12 volt range typical 
Output levels: small, must often by amplified. C2J 
Comments: Strain-gage transducers have been recently 
proposed and used as wrist force sensors in robotic 
arms. These sensors are constructed in such a manner 
that three components of force and three components 
of torque are measured. C10J 
Sensor: Differential Transformer Transducers 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Ranges are+/- 100 grams 
to+/- 5000 pounds. 
Sensing (transduction) element: mutual inductance 
Input levels: Typically in 10 volt/ 3000 Cp$ 
Output levels: Typically in .2 volt level 
Comments: Force on transducer causes movement of a core 
through induction coils. The core is mechanically 
attached to contacting surface. Output voltage can be 
interpreted in terms of the force that is causing 
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core movement. C2J 
Sensor: Pie:oelectric tran9ducers 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Typical full scale ranoe 
from .125 lb. to 500 lbs. 
Sensing <transduction> element: Piezoelectric effects 
Output levels: Various, from .OS to 400 mVolt/lb 
Comments: Designed to measure compressive loads. Perform 
better for dynamic force measurement. C2J Sensor$ 
using the piezoelectric effect are also becoming 
quite popular in the research for tactile sensors as 
as noted later in the survey. Piezoelectric 
transduction has high potential and can be quite 
useful. A major disadvantage is that it has no d-c 
response; however, that is not absolutely 
necessary in a number of applications. The sensors 
also tend to be somewhat fragile. C11J 
Sensor: Capacitive force transducers 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: See comments 
Sensing (transduction) element: capacitive transduction 
Input levels: Low a-c voltage levels-prefer high 
excitatton frequencies 
Output levels: Low-needs amplified d-c voltage output C3J 
Comments: These sensors require somewhat c:omple:-: 
5 '":!' .... 
eKcltAtion and st;nal cond1t1ontng circuitry. They 
are viewad as too susceptible to influence by 
external fields. Addittonally, they are too strongly 
materials dependent to be of general interest. C11l 
Sensor: Reluctive force transducers 
Upper/lower limits of measurand1 +/- 1 gram and higher 
Sensing (transduction> element: Reluctive transduction 
Input levels: Typical 2 to 10 volts at 50 to 50,000 hz 
Output levels: Low, needs amplified 
Comments: Can detect either tension of compression 
depending upon choice of sensor. C3l 
Sensor: Discrete element semi-conductor strain gages. 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: 1 gram and higher 
Sensing (transduction) element: strain-gage transduction 
Comments: Recent technology has brought about semi-
conductor strain gages of high sensitivity and 
reliability. These sensors are also used as a six-
component wrist-mounted force sensor in a robot. C12J 
Small and sensitive, they readily permit 
preprocessing at the transducer level. However, semi-
conductors are fragile and are also particularly 
sensitive to their environment. [11J 
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4.3.3. TOUCH SENSORS 
Touch sensors are closely related to force sensors 
and are often not differentiated from force sensors in the 
literature. The distinction is blurred here as wellJ 
however, those sensors that merely determine that an 
object has been encountered <touched) are considered here 
to be touch sensors. 
Sensor: Binary touch sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: N/A 
Sensing <transduction) element: None. This is basically an 
on-off switch. 
Input levels: As desired 
Output levels: Digital pulse as desired 
Comments: A binary touch sensor is a contact device, such 
as a switch. Being binary, it can be easily used with 
a digital computer. It is used alone, in pairs, or in 
an array. C4J 
Sensor: Poke-probe sensors 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: N/A 
Sensing (transduction) element: None 
Comment~: Major emphasis is on analog-to-digital encoders 
which work on a sensing probe which is attached to a 
rotating digital code wheel (usually optical). When 
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the probe 
rotates the 
touches the object, 
code wheel and a 
obtained. [13) 
Sensor: Limit Switches 
Upper/lower limits of measurandr N/A 
axial 
position 
displAcement 
signal is 
Sensing (transduction> element: None. A binary device. 
Input levels: Various, depends upon application 
Output levels: Various, depends upon application 
Comments: A limit switch is a simple device for 
interlocking a mechanical motion or position with an 
electrical circuit. C5J 
Sensor: Microswitch 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: NIA 
Sensing <transduction) element: None. Either on or off. 
Comments: Useful in conjunction with end stops to act as a 
limit switch. 
4.3.4. PRESSURE SENSORS 
The sensors in this section are generally regarded as 
measuring pressure. 
Sensor: Servo Manometer 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Almost O psig and higher 
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Sensing <transduction> element, Inductive or photocon-
ductive transduction is available. 
Input levels: Typical are 3 to 1~ volts/ 60 to 20,000 cps 
Output levels: Low, at millivolt levels 
Comments: The transducer rests on a float on top of an 
enclosed liquid column. As pressure that manometer is 
measuring changes, the liquid level changes c•using 
float to move up or down in column. Output voltage 
varies in a predictable manner. For example, in the 
inductive (differential transformer) version, the 
coils are placed around column and a core is on the 
float. Float movement causes inductance of 
transformer to change and be measured. C2J 
Sensor: Elastic transducers with Bourdon tube 
Upper/lower limits of measL1rand: "C" type, to 100,000 psi, 
spiral and helical types to 1000 psi. (see comments;) 
Sensing (transduction) element: Pressure changes inside a 
bourdon tube causes tube to deflect. This deflection 
can be measured in a variety of ways <see comments). 
Input levels: Depends upon transduction element chosen. 
Output levels: Depends upon transduction element chosen. 
Comments: The boL1rdon tube comes in three varieties: "C" 
type, spiral, and helical. The shape of the tube 
varies according to these descriptions. The bourdon 
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tube is widely used in electrtc•l tr•nsduc•r• by 
measurino output displacement with potentioffllPt&rs, 
differential transformers, and others. C2l 
Sensor: Elastic transducers with diaphragm 
Upper/lower limits of measurand1To several thousand lbs/in 
3ensing <transduction> elements Various-see comments 
Input levels: Depends upon transduction element chosen 
Output levels: Depends upon transduction element chosen 
Comments: These sensors measure pressure by measuring the 
deflection of a diaphragm placed in the transducer. 
This deflection, by knowing the properties of the 
material in the diaphragm, can be ·determined by 
measuring the deflection with a number of 
displacement transducers or by bonding a strain gage 
onto the diaphragm surface. C2J 
4.3.5. TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS 
The following transducer are intended to measure the 
temperature of objects. 
Sensor: Thermocouples (thermoelectric sensors) 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Wide. -200 to +1500 deg C 
Sensing (transduction) element:Thermoelectric transduction 
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Input levelss Thermocouple generate• current 
Output level•i Low. MVolt level~ 
Commentsz Thermocouples must ba in contact with the 
measured surface. C2l 
Sensor: Electronic resistance sensors 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Various-300 to +1500 deg 
F overall. Typical sensor limit-0 to 100 deg C. 
Sensing <transduction> element: Resistive transduction 
Input levels: 2 to 20 mAmp typical 
Output levels: 5 Volt full scale typical 
Comments: These sensors must be in physical contact with 
the object. Have usually been cemented, welded, or 
taped onto surface. C2J 
Sensor: Thermisters (semiconductor sensors) 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Various--420 to 1200 deg 
F overall. 
Sensing <transduction> element: Resistive transduction 
Input levels: See comments 
Output levels: See comments 
Comments: Input and output levels can vary based on 
circuitry; however, a wide range is available for 
cover most applications. Thermisters are available in 
the form of beads, probes, discs, and rods depending 
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upon tho user•s needs. C2l 
The preceding temper•ture sensors all had to be in 
physical contact with the object beino measured. In 
robotic applications, it would be worthwhile to hAve a 
means of determining temperature without havino to have 
this contact. 
A variety of instruments have been developed that 
utilize the property that every body emits radiation 
caused solely by its temperature. Thus, these sensors do 
not have to be in intimate contact with the measured 
object. 
The following group of sensors fall into that 
category. 
Sensor: Thermal radiation detector 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Wide practical range 
depending upon devices. 
Sensing <transduction) element: Resistive transduction 
Input levels: See comments 
Output levels: Low level a-c or d-c signals depending upon 
temperature sensor chosen <see comments.) 
Comments: Blackened elements in the sensor are designed to 
absorb radiation and actually cause temperature of 
element to rise. A measuring device noted earlier, 
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such as a thermistor, m•asures this t•mp.,.•tur• rise. 
C2J 
Sensors Photon radiation detectors 
Upper/lower limits of measurandc Wide practtc•l range 
depending upon device 
Sensing (transduction> element: Photoconductive, Photovol-
taic, or electromagnetic. 
Input levels: See comments. 
Output levels: Low level a-c or d-c signals 
Comments: Incoming radiation frees electrons in detector 
structure and produces measurable electrical effect. 
A variety of transducers are used to measure this 
effect. This method has a much higher response time 
than thermal detectors. 
4.3.6. PROXIMITY SENSORS 
A proximity sensor is a device that senses and 
indicates the presence or absence of an object without 
requiring physical contact. C10J While this is in itgelf 
of value to robot cell designers, this sensor type can be 
used in combination with other sensors for other tasks, 
such as measuring the length of an object. 
The input and output characteristics vary, but these 
sensors have been used with robotic applications, whether 
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production of experimental. The&& characterist1cs ara not 
1 i sted here. 
Sensors Radio frequency inductive sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurandr +/- .25 to+/- l in. 
Sensing <transduction> element: Electromagnetic trans. 
Comments: Used primarily for metal sensing only. When 
metal absorbs r-f energy from sensor, an oscillator 
circuit in the sensor detects this loss and the 
circuit's activity is reduced. This triggers an 
output switch and the object is detected. C5l 
Sensor: Magnetic Bridge Inductive Sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Up to 2 in. 
Sensing (transduction> element: Electromagnetic trans. 
Comments: This sensor is also primarily used for sensing 
metals. Typically uses a multi-arm impedance bridge 
that is normally balanced. Intrusion of metal within 
a predetermined space upsets this balance and a 
signal is produced. C5J 
Sensor: Ultrasonic sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Up to 20 feet 
. Sensing (tt-ansduction) element: None. See c:ominents. 
Comments: This sensor can be used with both solid and 
liquid materials. It uses two sensing heads~ one to 
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production of e~perimental. These char~cteristics are not 
listed here. 
Sensor: Radio frequency inductive sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: +/- .25 to+/- 1 in. 
Sensing (transduction) element: Electromagnetic trans. 
Comments: Used primarily for metal sensing only. When 
metal absorbs r-f energy from sensor, an oscillator 
circuit in the sensor detects this loss and the 
circuit's activity is reduced. This triggers an 
output switch and the object is detected. t5l 
Sensor: Magnetic Bridge Inductive Sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Up to 2 in. 
Sensing (transduction) element: Electromagnetic trans. 
Comments: This sensor is also primarily used for sensing 
metals. Typically uses a multi-arm impedance bridge 
that is normally balanced. Intrusion of metal within 
a predetermined space upsets this balance and a 
signal is produced. t5J 
Sensor: Ultrasonic sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Up to 20 feet 
Sensing (transduction) element: None. See comments. 
Comments: This sensor can be used with both solid and 
liquid materials. It uses two sensing heads~ one to 
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transmit the ultrasonic signal, and the other to 
recetve the signal. An object coming between the 
sensing heads breaks the signal and is detected. C5J 
Sensor: Permanent-maonet hybrid sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: up to .750 in. 
Sensing <transduction> element: Electromagnetic trans. 
Comments: This sensor is limited to ferrous metal sensing. 
A moving steel armature is positioned between two 
permanent magnets, with one field slightly stronger, 
thus holding armature in the null state. When an 
object intrudes, it shunts away the stronger field 
and allows the weaker magnet to attract the armature. 
This sends a signal and detects object. t5J 
Sensor: Photoelectric sensors 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Fraction of inch to many 
feet. 
Sensing (transduction) element: Photoconductive or photo-
voltaic. 
Comments: Photoelectric sensors sense all opaque and 
of a solid semitransparent materials. They consist 
slate LED which acts as a transmitter of infrared 
light, and a solid state photodiode array which acts 
as a receiver. An intrusion of the light produces a 
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binary signal and detects the object. C5J 
Sensor: Solid state sensor based on Hall Effect 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: up to few inches 
Sensing <transduction> element, See comments. 
Comments: The Hall Effect, discovered by Edwin Hall in 
1879, notes that a conductor or semiconductor will, 
when placed in a magnetic field, develop a potential 
difference across the conductor or semiconductor 
perpendicular to the current flow. Sensors utilizing 
the Hall Effect measure this changes of potential 
difference perpendicular to the current flow to 
determine proximity to an object. t22l One such 
sensor manufactured by Micro Switch, the LOHET, 
integrates non-linear compensating and amplifying 
circuits directly onto a silicon-sensor chip. In one 
version, a digital-to-analog converter, voltage 
comparator, and LOHET combine into a programmable 
digital-output sensor. C23J 
Sensor: Re-entrant loop magnetic effect sensors 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Up to 5 centimeters 
- . 
Sensing <transduction) element: See comments. 
Comments: Bell Laboratories have placed this type sensor 
in the robot hand and have eliminated problems 
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inherently found in other magnetic sensors. It is 
still experimental at the time of the referenced 
article <4-83). Its advantages are its independent to 
the rate of approach to the sensed object, it is 
reliable in hostile environment, and it yields output 
easily processed by digital electronics.[24J A more 
complete explanation of the re-entrant effect is 
given in the reference. 
Sensor: Photoelectric light curtain 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Detects object intrusion 
Sensing (transduction) element: Photoconductive trans. 
Comments: The system consists of several vertically 
stacked transmitter/receiver units. Each transmitter/ 
receiver pair functions independently, but are 
synchronized with others to create a "sheet" of light 
that can not only detect objects, but detect a 
location as well. The transmitter/receiver pair can 
use both LED or laser technology. Fiber optics can be 
utilized effectively in this scheme. In many cases, 
the light curtain can be used as a safety device. 
When the curtain is broken, the equipment shuts down. 
[5] 
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4.3.7. TACTILE SENSORS 
Tactile sensors as used in this paper refer to 
continuous-variable sensing of forces that are configured 
in an array and used in robot grippers. Other sensors in 
the literature, such as force and touch sensors, are often 
grouped as simple tactile sensors. However, the sensors in 
this section are more complex than those listed in earlier 
sections of the paper. 
Because of this complexity compared to the simpler 
sensors noted earlier, tactile sensors are more difficult 
to implement into systems today. In a survey completed by 
Harmon [11J, the main worry of respondents was the 
software support of the tactile sensor. The worry most 
sharply focused on data processing and control algorithms. 
Respondents felt that the problems of handling multi-axis 
force information from the grid array were not well 
understood, much less well implemented. 
However, it was noted that useful tactile arrays 
could be available in the mid to late 1980's using binary 
sensors in small compact arrays. Further work must be done 
at the research level to truly utilize tactile arrays. For 
·······e:<amp!e;· - "i 1:·-·1s necessary .. t'o --:r:t nd new approaches in real-
ti me programming, including parallel computation, to cope 
with the unwelcome fact that machine cycle time now 
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increases as 1ntelligenc& grows. Clll 
By June of 1983, only two companies had commercially 
available tactile sensors in the United States. Lord Corp. 
in Erie, Pa. introduced its LTS series of tactile sensors. 
The latest version, the LTS200, is an array consisting of 
96 sensing sites (an 8 x 12 matrix> on .10 inch centers. 
Each site is sensitive to forces from .05 lb. to up to 25 
lbs. The other available sensor is the Barry Wright TS402. 
This is a 256 sensing point array Ca 16 x 16 matrix> on .1 
inch centers. C16J 
Regardless of these limitations, tactile sensors are 
felt to be as important a development as vision 
covered in the next section. The following is 
systems 
a small 
sampling of the types of tactile sensors available or 
under investigation. 
Sensor: Pressistor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Not given. Noted that 
this device is unsuited for "precision" applications. 
Sensing (transduction) element: Piezoresistance 
Comments: Pressistor compounds are piezoresistive 
·ser.ri--eeRductor- powders in organic pulym!:ii"1:i";. ___ 'in'1fy--·-
consist of bi-directional diodes suspended in a 
matrix. These diodes leak in proportion to applied 
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force. Sensitivity is controlled by thicknos•. CJll 
Sensor, Torque sen6itive tactale Array 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: +/- 40 deg from null, 
force limits undefined 
Sensing <transduction) element: Piezoresistance 
Comments: This particular sensor is not commercially 
available at this time. The tactile array elements 
are composed of magnetic dipoles whose position is 
detected by magnetoresistive sensors. C6J 
Experimentation for tactile arrays is ongoing with 
several different types of materials. Past work has been 
concerned with two dimensional plain arrays of sensor 
elements, which respond to contact pressure. Typically, 
the transduction element is conductive rubber, although 
conductive plastics, piezoelectric plastics and carbon 
fiber materials are also included. 
Conductive rubber arrays sensors typically have a top 
insulating flexible sheet underneath which there is a set 
of row flexible conductors. Below these conductors is a 
sheet of conductive rubber material, underneath which is a 
. sheet of carrying col Ltmn condLtctors. Pressll!:~-- app 1 i_e£l .... ?.t ·-···· .. -.. 
.. -.......... ____ , ..... ______ ..... ,---· ·-· .. -- ~---··-··- ... , ... ---···· ..... --. . ... ·-·····-····'"·-· ~ .. ---
any point will cause contact and the greater the pressure, 
the larger the area of contact with a corre$pondingly 
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higher electrical resistance of the sensor. The real 
problem to date is the actual material used for the 
conductive rubber. Hysteresis settling times can be over a 
minute. Experimentation with thinner films show some 
promise toward overcoming these problems. C8l 
Tactile arrays are an exciting newcomer to the sensor 
field. It is expected that commercially available sensors 
will become more numerous in the near future. 
4.3.8. VISION SENSORS 
Perhaps no other robotic sensor has received the 
attention that that realm of vision sensors has obtained. 
Many 
the 
believe it is the sensor that will advance robotics 
most in the future. 
generally agreed that 
According to 
robots will 
Schreiber, it is 
reach their full 
potential only when they are able to sense, evaluate, and 
then respond to their environment. It's also agreed that, 
of all senses, vision has the greatest potential. C26J 
Schreiber quotes a study published in 1982 by the 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers and the University of 
Michigan entitled ''Industrial Robots: A Delphi Forecast of 
_ Ma~.-~:et s __ <:l,:,1 ... T"ect:i~_ol ogy" •- ~.!c:Or..difu3--.t:fl-·::the -st\:.\dy ;:-- 25K ... c,'f-:-
al l robots sold in the United States by 1990 will have 
vision capability. C26J 
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Accord1ng to Nagel, the following are the uses for 
vision in a manufacturing environment.C27l The list is 
given in increasing levels of difficulty, ie., number 1 
is the simplest, etc. 
1. Verify that the part the robot is "looking at" is 
the part it is "looking for". This implies that the 
controller has a known set of part models to compare 
against. 
2. Simple measurements, such as hole dimensions, edge 
lengths, etc. 
3. Determine part orientation. If the part can be in 
a variety of positions (as most 3-D objects will be 
if not constrained in some manner), all stable states 
of the part must be in the controller model. 
4. Use as a guide to determine the robot's direction. 
In this regard it is acting as a servo. 
5. Use as a navigator to avoid obstacles on the way 
to a target. 
6. Complex inspection such as surface quality, hole 
depth, etc. 
7. Use of vision as a way of process monitoring. 
·.: .. :·-·· .. : ImpTementatibn .. -:.:6f · -a· vision system has some of ·· the 
same considerations as tactile sensors noted earlier. 
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Placing a vision sensor into a robotic cell can be a 
complex undertaking and involves considerably more than 
just a simple sensor. Vision systems require multiple 
components to implement. For example, the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory <JPL> at the California Institute of Technology 
developed a robot work cell with vision. The vision system 
consisted of a GE TN-2000 TV camera, a digitizer and frame 
buffer system, and a minicomputer. Naturally, considerable 
software development was required before the system was 
workable. C28J This hardware and software commitment is 
typical of a vision system implementation. 
A number of hurdles must be overcome before the use 
of vision will reach the kind of potential that many feel 
it will. The first is the development of the algorithms 
that can make use of the data being generated by the 
system. Practical robust decisions must be made on the 
production floor thousands of times a day. 
Secondly, the enormous computing power needed by 
vision systems limits the resolution of video quality 
desired. Today, most systems use 256 x 256 resolution, and 
many would like to see 1000 x 1000 resolution. Even for 
simple processing, this amount is computing is 
... 
challenging. Systems will not be implemented until the 
speed of processing is considered cost effective. 
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Thirdly, there is Just no st•ndard programming 
language available for robots. According to the Japan 
Robot Industry Association, the failure to formulate a 
standardized language thus far has resulted in a confusing 
proliferation of languages devised by various makers in 
Europe, Japan, and the United States. [26l 
Another problem for vision is that the ability to 
sense color. At this time, the work on color systems is 
strictly in the laboratory with nothing really available 
in the marketplace today. 
The final and perhaps largest hurdle is the cost of 
vision systems. Many systems just don't meet ROI 
requirements for users, with costs over $100,000 in some 
cases. Some suppliers, such as Automatix, believe that 
costs are coming down and more systems will become cost 
effective. C26l 
Still, even with these hurdles, vision in robotics is 
now and will continue to be a major factor in the use of 
robotics in this and the next decade. For this reason, an 
explanation of the types of vision systems is given. 
It is beyond the scope here to fully explain the 
·--s·tate of· the· art-· i::)-f·· vi·sl'ior.· sen-.Jel"'-S. However.., a..rwHm.P..o.t.;ir..y ... 
explanation is offered to illustrate the systems that are 
commercially available and the research that is ongoing. 
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Vision systems can be categorized according to how 
they process images. There are both 2-D, 2 1/2-D, and 3-D 
systems either available or in research. The image systems 
are binary, gray scale, and (in the laboratory> color for 
2-D, ranging, combined range/tone/color, and model 
matching 
analysis, 
for 2 1/2-D, and multiple view 
combined silhouette/color analysis, 
silhouette 
multiple 
view ranging, and eye-in-hand analysis for 3-D systems. 
C29J 
Almost all of the industrial based systems fall in 
the 2-D vision class; therefore, they will receive the 
bulk of the attention in this report. Explanations of 
these are as follows. 
4.3.8.1 2-D VISION SYSTEMS 
Binary: A binary system uses techniques that 
translate each pixel (picture element> image into either 
black or a white. This is accomplished by a method called 
"threshholding". Threshholding is simply deciding at what 
shade to call the image white, with all darker shades 
translated into black. Binary systems are therefore the 
.. si mp1 l':!.st .. to . .d..esi.Q.l1 •• R-.O..d reqL1Jre ... l e.s.~ .. ~ . .omput.i.ng .. __p.ower_, ___ th$ln.... .. ............ . 
other more complicated systems. Accordingly, binary images 
gather less information about their environment than other 
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system». 
Lighting is a consideration with binary as well as 
other types of vision systems. Objects can be lit from 
either the front or the back (appear as a silhouette>. 
Various angle configurations can be used to throw 5hadows 
and used to find edges of the objects. C26l 
Gray Scale: Gray scale imaging is different than 
binary in that gray scale systems permit different levels 
of black and white blends, and thus different shades of 
gray, to be imaged at each pixel. Rather than having just 
black and white images, the gray scale is a more accurate 
representation of the world. 
While gray scale systems provide more information 
about the world than binary systems, they are also more 
difficult to program and process the data being provided 
by the camera. 
Color. Color imaging is accomplished by having the 
ability to place various shades of the primary colors, 
red~ green~ and blue, at each pixel. Color imaging is not 
available in commercial systems today although there is 
sonsi d_erabl e 
difficulties 
,research .. OIJgOil"\g in - .... t.his ..... c1r.ea. 
of gray scale are compounded again with 
introduction of color into the software development. 
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The 
the 
4.3.8.2 2 1/2-D AND 3-0 VISION SYSTEMS 
Little space will be devoted here except to note that 
many r~searchers are grappling to solve the problema 
inherent in moving from a 2-0 image scene to the 3-D image 
scene. 
Some 
limited 
3-D vision systems are available on a very 
basis for quite specific applications. For 
example, General Electric has introduced a bin picking 
system called BinVision™ which can acquire randomly 
oriented, overlapping parts from bins or other work 
surfaces. A restriction of the system is that while 
product sizes and shapes can vary within certain limits, 
parts must be opaque, relatively rigid, under 17 lbs., and 
reflective. t26J 
Some researchers are studying the biological eye in 
great detail in order to understand biological sight in 
the hope that insight into artificial vision will be 
found. An article by Brown at the University of Rochester 
is devoted to this subject. t30J 
For the present time, most systems that will be 
available are in the 2-D arena. While higher order systems 
may become available in the future, today's implementors 
will make use of the 2-D varieties. 
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Some sensors give robots a certain sense of vision 
without the use of the television camera. Most of these 
sensors use light and fiber optics in novel ways to 
accomplish this. 
4.3.9. FIBER OPTICS AND VISION 
Fiber optics offers a practical, low cost method for 
robots to have the ability to see. Bundles of fiber optic 
wire can be attached to robot grippers in various 
configurations. The transmitters are used in pairs with an 
optic receiver. While the information received from a 
typical fiber optic sensor is more limited than those 
vision systems described earlier, it can often be useful 
to users. 
Fiber optics are well suited in many types of 
applications, such as robots that operate at hazardous 
conditions and at high temperatures. They can withstand 
shock and vibration and are rugged. Fiber optics are 
immune to electrical pickup, a distinct advantage with 
robots being controlled more and more by microprocessors 
with sensitive memories and in environments that produce 
severe electrical interference from motors, heaters, and 
other equipment often found around robots. (31] 
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While fiber opttcs can be used in a number of 
sensors, the brief listing below illustrates a few of the 
present applications. 
Sensor: LED array sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: See comments 
Sensing <transduction) element: Photoconductive 
Comments: This commercially available sensor consists of a 
light source <LED>, a photodetector, and a flexible 
surface. The sensor is located on the gripper pads of 
the robot hand. When this surface is depressed by an 
object, an optical path between the LED and 
photodetector is interrupted. This changes the 
current characteristics in the photodetector and the 
control algorithm translates this change into a 
force. C6J Fiber optics can be used to bring the 
light source to the grippers. 
Sensor: Linear dynamic optical sensor 
Upper/lower limits of measurand: Limited by size of sensor 
array-up to about 2 inches. 
Sensing (transduction) element: Photoelectric or photo-
voltaic transduction. 
, .... , . .,., ........... ·--·---- ,.,~···~···,-~,····· ..... ., ...... ... 
. .. -·~··· 
..... ,-... ·-·-- .,, ___ .. -··--··-··-·· .. _. ____ -··· ... 
Comments: This device requires some software development 
for suitable use. This is essentially an array of 
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laser or LED transmitters coupled with suat•ble 
photodatectors mounted vertically along both sades of 
a robot gripper. Objects brea~ the light array in the 
gripper, detect1ng presence and/or shape. Fiber opt1c 
cables are utilized to bring the laser inputs to the 
lenses for transmission. C7J 
The use of these types of sensors is becoming very 
popular as a low cost substitute for vision, or in other 
cases tactile sensors. The photoelectric light curtain and 
the group of photoelectric light sensors reviewed in the 
proximity sensor section can also make use of the 
favorable properties of fiber optics. 
4.3.10. INTEGRATED SENSORS: THE PROMISE OF SENSORS IN 
SILICON 
For many systems, the principle barrier to the 
application of electronic instrumentation lies not in the 
control area, but in the periphery where sensors and 
actuators are needed. Present sensors frequently lack the 
accuracy, resolution, speed, reliability and low cost 
necessary to allow full advantage to be taken of the 
increasing performance levels of microcomputers. t32J 
... ~ ......... -~~- : . - ·~,............. ' .. --...:::-_··~:-:_:.~· .. ~ .. -·· - . ·-···-··. . .... . 
A solution in the sensor area is focused on the use 
of integrated sensors. Integrated sensors are defined as 
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"one or moro tr~nsducers Jotned wtth approprt•t• anterf•co 
circuitry on~ 9ingle monoltthic chip". C32l Th~se sensors 
offor hi;h reliability, small stzv, low cost, high 
performance, and system compatibtlity. They also have the 
ability to amplify and pre-process the transducer 5ignals 
before presenting them to the cables leading to the 
microcomputer. 
Silicon sensors are now measuring parameters such as 
force, pressure, acceleration, temperature, magnetic field 
strength, and radiation levels. But it is in the area of 
pressure sensing that silicon has had its greatest success 
due to the fact that silicon diaphragms will return 
essentially to the same shape and dimensions before 
pressure was applied. t15J Recall that for tactile sensors 
a major problem with the popular conductive rubbers was 
the length of time to return to its original shape, as 
long as a minute in some cases. 
There are basically two types of monolithic ~ilicon 
pressure sensors, piezoresistive (the most popular> and 
capacitive. The capacitive type is more sensitive, less 
vulnerable to temperature changes, and more compatible 
with sampled-data systems. However, it has~ less linear 
··----·-··---- --·-· ...... ....,...--·- _ ... ,. ____ ... . ... _..,,-,.,.. ____ :·.:.~~::::.::::::.::_..._~BIi!!-~·----· -• -···- ---~-:.--: ...... ~-----·-·····. ~.;. _____ , .. .;.~.· -~~ ...... -·-····-····-.:,..e·sponse·-·makTng it difficult to interface with other 
circuits. t15J 
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Even with all the advantages of the•• stl1con 
sensors, formidable obstacles must be overcome before they 
enter the mainstream of sensor technology. Silicon is 
sensitive to so many variables that it is difficult to 
isolate a single parameter. Costs for these sensors also 
tends to be high because of the low yields and relatively 
small volume for any one design. Nevertheless, work on 
silicon sensors will continue and eventually bring about a 
wide range of low cost choices for the cell designer. 
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5. APPLICATION OF SENSORS TO ASSEMBLY CHALLENGES 
The purpose of this portion of the thas1& i& to apply 
sensors in a variety of ways to overcome the types of 
challenges presented in Chapter 3. The intent is not to 
use every possible combination of sensors to solve these 
challenges, but rather to provide examples of the manner 
in which sensor technology can be applied to improve robot 
performance. The individual cell designer will be able to 
develop many other solutions to these same problems using 
alternate sensor combinations. 
The choice of several sensors for one particular 
situation is described well by Bollinger and Duffie [33J. 
They note, for example, that for position sensing the 
major choices can be: 
* A potentiometer. Potentiometers are widely used. 
They are economical, linear, and simple to incorporate 
into a system. However, they are subject to wear and 
respond relatively slowly to change. 
* An LVDT. It is small and has better dynamic 
response and durability than a potentiometer. Rather 
expensive in the past, inexpensive IC"s are now produced 
especially for LVDT"s. 
· 
=--::::::-4~-- . ;,;:___ .. ··::=:..,_; ~..;......- .""---:-.a:•~---: .. _ .... -~---·-·'.!~.-- . -··--· ..... .: ____ , ___ . -=--= . .. ...... •. - - ·------~"-:~~- .... . ;_~ ... : .......... "::.;-;;::---....· .... --
* An optical encoder. It is linear and has high 
resolution, but the maximum speed of the measured object 
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""':._ p. 
decreafies as the resolution increases. 
* A capacitive sen~or. They are small and dur•ble, 
but are susceptible to error from environmental 
sources.C33l 
Certainly other sensors can be used as well, but the 
point is that each type of situation has many solutions 
and each should be evaluated on its own merits. 
5.1. METHODOLOGY FOR SENSOR SELECTION 
Because most assembly challenges can be solvad in 
several different ways, it would be advisable to develop a 
methodology to aid in the decision-making process. Such a 
methodology is presented as a means toward making the 
proper sensor solution. 
Each of the factors listed below should be considered 
by the designer. Examples of each are given. 
* Sensitivity required. A sensor to determine the 
location of an object within .100 inch should be different 
from one that must locate within .001 inch. 
* Sensor range. ··sbme sensor types, like certain 
-~p·t-i c.iT·-sensors, can detect an object'"·that .. n,;-···seVe'f"~l feet-·- ... 
away. Other, like magnetic proximity sensors, only have a 
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Bmall range of an inch or less. 
* I.J..i!l. Mechanical sensor6, such as potentiometers, 
can wear out with use in a much shorter timeframe than a 
differential transformer-such as LVDT's. 
* Input requirements. There are a variety of 
excitation frequencies and voltage levels required for 
different sensors. Some sensors, such as capacitive 
sensors, require additional, often complex, circuitry in 
order to integrate into the system. 
* Output requirements. In many cases, the sensor 
output must be conditioned. Strain gage sensor's outputs 
are such that they must be amplified. Other's can become 
very complex, such as transforming an analog sensor's 
output for use in a digital microprocessor. This will be 
explored in more depth in the "Impact on the control 
scheme" 1 ater. 
* Environment. This can include both the physical 
surroundings as well as the electrical environment. For 
example, capacitive based transducing devices are quite 
··-····· -~~nsi t! ~4;..... __ ~~ ., • .!:_tie . -~~:~f.!~-~S~~ _n,91,~~.::- ~~_g~~t ____ th~· .. : .. · ~\tier __ ..... 
transducers must be protected from harsh atmospheres, 
vibration and shock, and other physical surroundings. The 
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rating& on transducers should also consider temperature. 
* Jame required for m~~surgmgnt. This is illustrated 
first in using temperature transducers. Thermisters and 
other devices require a certain amount of time to 
accurately measure temperature of an object. Infrared 
techniques need no contact and tend to be much faster. 
Another example is the tendency of conductive rubber to 
take a long time Cup to one minute> to remember its 
original shape after being deformed in a tactile sensor. 
Finally, it was noted earlier that complex systems as 
tactile and vision require more processing time. These 
systems would tend to slow the operation of the robotic 
cell. 
* Impact on the control scheme. A full explanation of 
the types of problems encountered here is beyond the scope 
of the thesis. Nevertheless, it is very important to the 
choice or sensors and must in part be addressed here. To 
more fully appreciate the scope of the problem, some 
background on this subject is presented. 
During research for the sensor survey, it became 
apparent that most sensors used in robotic applications 
,~.....,, =:'.'., ........ '!:=-::.::~·.u ~ -··-.~::·.--- ~---.~--:::·.::.::.::~h•••::::. ··•·--- •:::• - ;,::-:: .... •H~ •••••=-: ···----- ---• -••• h • -·--·• • .:~••• - .... •-·•--•H•O ,~1,'-.. --U 
were binary type sensors. Microswitches, limit switches, 
proximity switches that either detect presence or no 
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proGonce, b1narv opttc•l &witches, and other bin•ry touch 
•witches ware the rule and not the exception. Analog 
d&vtces appeared to be an use only in a small number of 
cases, and often then were really used as binary sensors 
based on a threshold value that indicated an on or off. 
Although there may be sensor. other than LVDT~s that 
have a commercially available analog-to-digital converter, 
their lack of mention in the literature is seen as 
evidence that use is limited. The most obvious exception 
to the use of digital sensors are the more complex 
tactile and vision sensors, but the use of these sensors 
is also quite limited (and complex>, especially in 
assembly operations. 
The probable reason for the lack of use of analog 
devices used as true analog devices is the difficulty in 
being able to analyze and process analog information with 
the digital microprocessors used to control robotic cells. 
In order to be able to process the information gained from 
an analog device in a control scheme that requires a 
feedback loop, the complexity required in the cell control 
is significantly increased. Placing an analog device in a 
... !;ii gi tm) • feepbaC:=k •• Loop _ro.a.J-;:es_ .. .CJ:!f?_.~_r_oL ... ~-l_qgr:_i_thm~ .. .qu.i.t~ ... 
complicated, Research is ongoing in this area now. 
If only steady state optimal control is utilized~ the 
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problem 1• reduced dram~tically. This control scheme is 
quite limited and 1s useful only in situations where the 
process is well known and accurately modeled. However, if 
this is the case, analog devices can be used quite 
successfully through the addition of analog-to-digital 
converters. These devices can be purchased for as little 
as a few dollars and tailored to the particular 
application. The LVDT is one of the few analog devices 
that has an analog-to-digital converter specifically 
designed to facilitate the use of that transducer. 
However, the addition of an analog-to-digital converter is 
not a difficult or costly addition to the cell for analog 
sensors in general. 
This control impact of sensors is an area that must 
be more fully researched and studied. However, it receives 
the attention here to alert the potential designer of 
concerns in this area. They are not trivial. 
* Maintenance of the cell. This is meant to include 
both the hardware and the software maintenance. The 
designer must keep in mind that a truly implemented system 
should make the user practically self-sufficient. This is 
·par t-h.:Lllariy · ··:imµor.:i.::ant.-when i:::Grrs·i der i ng the more· ct1.mp·le.~.::.: · 
systems, 
Products 
such as a tactile array or a vision system. 
change and equipment will break down. The user 
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must be able to ~upport the equipment durino such 
1nev1table changes in the product. While this is not meant 
to eliminate placing the more complex systems on the 
manufacturing floor, it is meant to remind designers that 
the floor is not a laboratory. There may well be a 
training obligation involved with implementing a cell if 
the support talent isn't there ••• or a reconsideration of 
the cell design. 
* Cost. Perhaps it's obvious, but a necessary item on 
the list. The cost of a vision system will force designers 
to Justify its need and dictate other solutions if they 
are available. 
As a summary, the following are considered as 
necessary toward evaluating a sensor system for a robotic 
cell: 
* Sensitivity required 
* Sensor range 
* Life 
* Input requirements 
* Output requirements 
.*_Environment 
* Measurement time 
* Impact on control scheme 
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• Cost 
5.2. SELECTED SOLUTIONS TO ASSEMBLY CHALLENGES 
The solutions shown are examples to illustrate the 
flexibility a designer has in selecting sensors to aid the 
robot in understanding the world around it. As noted 
earlier, this study is not intended to be exhaustive, but 
merely as examples of solutions possible. 
5.2.1. DETECT PART PRESENCE 
This is intended to merely signal the processor that 
a part is in position. Part presence i& commonly used to 
detect parts in a materials handling device prior to entry 
into the cell or in the robot gripper. Since this is 
JL1st a "there or not there" type detection, the selected 
sensor shollld probably be simple and binary. 
Sensors L1sed could be: 
* Resistive potentiometer. This method is used in 
grippers to detect if the gripper has grasped an object. A 
threshold value would signal that the potentiometer has 
....... --~··. -·~-· ....... -~······· ~""···-·- ···--·-··· ·1-~:.-:.. .. :."'" "':·.:~ ... -····· 
moved and therefore has gripped a part. 
* Binary toL1ch sensors, 1 imi t switches and 
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gr- i pper fl ngers. 
* ProKimity switches. OependinQ upon the material 
beinQ detected, one of the proximity switches noted in 
Chapter 4 would serve as a very satisfactory device. A 
proximity switch could be used in the gripper by embedding 
it in the gripper fingers. Additionally, proximity devices 
can be successfully used in escapement mechanisms. The 
cell studied in Chapter 3 noted that a proximity switch 
was installed in the conveyor to detect the presence of a 
pallet leaving the assembly station. 
* Photoelectric sensors. These can be used in the 
same applications as the proximity sensor. They can be 
installed in grippers, at the escapement area, or other 
appropriate area. Breaking the light signal determines the 
part presence. 
While other more complex devices could be configured 
to detect part presence, the use of these sensors should 
be quite adequate. 
5.2.2. DETECT COMPONENT PART ORIENTATION 
This introduces more complexity co~pared to simple 
.............. ,.._.,,_, 
.... ,..,,, ,,,_ ' , ... ,a.•o-,,-.,H ,•,.UI,,.,,,, ~ • 
part detection. Determining orientation acknowledges that 
parts can be introduced into the system either partially 
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or totally non-ortented. 
If 
only a 
the part is partially oriented and therefore 
small number of orientation options (perhaps 
has 
to 
reduce costs of an orientation device>, clever positioning 
of simple binary sensors can be utilized. 
For instance, if two orientations of the part are 
possible, placing two microswitches in the system 
potentially be enough. One microswitch would detect 
could 
the 
part presence and the second would either be activated or 
not activated. This assumes that in one orientation the 
part geometry would touch the switch and the other would 
not. 
A photoelectric sensor could also be used in the same 
manner. If the geometry were such that the beam were 
broken in one orientation and not the other, orientation 
would be determined. 
Another approach would be the use of a motion sensor-
such as an LVDT. If part geometry were such that different 
orientations would create different deflections for the 
sensor after the part is in position, orientation could be 
determined. Perhaps multiple orientations could be 
determined dependjng upon part geometry and fixturing with 
the use of an LVDT-to-digital converter. 
These approaches are fine as long as the number of 
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"steady &tates" for the parts are small. They would not 
serve well for larger steady states or a more random 
orientation. 
Under these conditions, it may be necessary to 
consider either a tactile or vision sensor system. 
A tactile system could be prepared to handle a part 
orientation that consisted of several steady states. Each 
of the steady states must be modeled and stored in the 
controller. After the robot gripped the part, the array 
configuration could be matched with a stored model and 
orientation determined. A tactile sensor system would not 
be effective if a purely random part orientation were 
introduced into the cell and steady state not predicted. 
Purely random part orientation would practically 
dictate the use of a vision system. Systems are becoming 
available, at least on a limited basis, to handle random 
orientation. Vision systems could also be considered if 
several known steady state orientations would be presented 
to the cell. 
5.2.3. DETECT COMPONENT PART MISFEED 
This condition would be the result of a part in the 
escapement mech·antsm, .. but for som~ r'eason is not - in .. ·-a· 
position to be properly handled by the normal routine of 
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the robot, that is, it is physically out of position. 
If the misfeed were intended to simply alert an 
operator that the misfeed is to be cleared, this could be 
a simple condition to detect and correct. As noted above, 
a simple combination of binary sensors, limit switches, or 
microswitches could be used. If only a few orientations 
are acceptable for presentation to the robot gripper, the 
switches could be configured such that proper orientation 
is known. Any other combination of switch activation would 
cause an error signal to alert the operator. A novel use 
of proximity sensors could detect the same situation. The 
sensors could be positioned in such a manner that they 
would detect the part only if it were in the proper 
orientation and in position for the robot grippers. 
It would also be possible to place a force sensor in 
the gripper fingers. A part that is out of position could 
cause the gripper to grip with more (or less> force than 
anticipated. Either condition could alert the operator. 
Naturally, all of the solutions noted above would 
require that the part geometry and expected orientation 
are accurately known by the designer. 
A more difficult task would be to detect and correct 
., .. ~ ··-·· ~····:.. ....., __ .. _, ·- ............ -............ -···--
....... ---··· .. -·--· 
the misfeed. While perhaps a simple··~·~wt'tc:h''sLICh as above 
could be used, it is probable that one must use a more 
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complex device. 
For example, if the part can only be out of position 
in one plane, a laser or LED light curtain could be placed 
at the escapement area. The light curtain would have a 
model of the proper part orientation and would accept the 
part if the curtain "sees" this orientation. However, if 
another orientation is detected by the light curtain, the 
control algorithm could be made to adjust the gripper 
angle based on this information. An " >1 11 degree of tilt 
at the part may require a "y" degree rotation of the 
grippers. If the part can be out of position in two 
planes, then perhaps two light curtains could be used. 
Another approach would be to place a tactile array on 
the gripper. The gripper would know what proper 
orientation it expects to "feel". If another orientation 
is felt, the control algorithm could adjust the part 
placement accordingly. 
It may be that the only way to determine the part 
position is to see the part. If that is the case, then it 
may be necessary to install a vision system. The vision 
system could have very complex control algorithms that 
determine the part orientation and make the adjustment 
,•\IA••••-••-•:-•.,_,,_.,:• ................. ,. :•• ,,, • ,..,,......_,. _______ ~_ ----·· . .. ··- ..... ·~·--.... ·--
t~at is necessary. 
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5.2.4. COMPONENT PART INSPECTION 
Many types of component part inspection can be 
accomplished with the use of sensors. Only a few examples 
are offered to illustrate the types of things that can be 
done to assure that a component part is satisfactory for 
use in the assembly. 
5.2.4.1 DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Outside dimensions. Practical length measurement 
devices are the electro-optical devices. These devices can 
be used to find and track an edge, thereby measuring its 
length. Any other outside dimension, width and height, 
could obviously be found as well. 
A similar scheme could be used with a proximity 
sensor. The sensor could be used to find the object and 
measure until its presence is no longer sensed. Such a 
sensor could be placed in the robot gripper fingers. Both 
of these schemes would require that either the part or the 
sensor arrangement moves at a predetermined speed during 
the measurement process. 
Laser or LED light arrays placed in the system could 
....... ,, __ . ...., ..... :: ... ··~···· .... . ... _...... ·"···-~ ........ .. .. ··- -~ .. 
not only detect orientation as suggested above, but also 
used to provide a measurement of the part. Similarly, a 
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tacttlo sensor array in tho Qrtpper fingers, assuming it 
is physically large enough, could determine the physical 
measurements of the part. 
5.2.4.2 INTERNAL FEATURES 
This is meant to include a rather narrow scope, such 
as having the proper number of holes, or not having holes 
plugged when they should be open--as in a plastic part. 
To assure that the proper number of holes, or other 
openings, are in a part, it may be possible to set up a 
"counter'' and count them. This can be done successful with 
an optical device that scans the part and counts the 
openings. The control device can know where the holes 
should be and how many there are. Failure to meet this 
requirement would cause a part to be placed outside of the 
assembly cell. 
With certain materials, it may be possible to 
accomplish the same thing using an R-F inductive sensor. 
Even a light curtain or other light array could be used 
for this purpose. 
For other critical internal dimensions that don't 
involve through holes, the use of a motion sensor-a 
.... 
resistive potentiometer, capacitive device, or an LVDT 
could be used as a sort of probe that comes into contact 
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at a predetermined location. Depending upon the 
measurement taken, the part would be accepted or rejected. 
Certainly the feasibility of such an arranoement depends 
upon the part geometry. 
5.2.4.3 WARPAGE AND FLATNESS REQUIREMENTS 
Small parts, particularly small metal parts, will 
have a tendency to not be as flat as would be ideal for 
assembly. In some cases, this warpage may be significant 
enough to prevent the assembly of the part. 
There could be a number of ways that this warpage 
could be detected. If they geometry permitted, the simple 
binary sensors can be used. By feeding the part on a flat 
surface, a touch sensor, or combination of touch sensors, 
could be placed such that only acceptable parts would 
clear the sensors. Parts that touched the sensor could be 
set aside. 
Some of the more sophisticated motion sensors could 
be used here. If the surface is free, one such sensor 
could touch the part as it moved past. If a certain 
threshold deflection were reached, the part would be set 
aside. 
If the surfaces were not free, one of the proximity 
sensors that detects distances could be used as a range 
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sensor. The sensor would be activated when the aurfAce in 
question passed it. If the sensor detected an unacceptable 
range of distances from the surface, the part would be set 
aside. 
If the questionable surface were the same as the 
surface to be gripped by the robot, a tactile sensor could 
be effectively used to determine the flatness of the 
parts. Naturally, the controller must have the knowledge 
of an acceptable part and be able to compare the input 
with this world model. 
The resolution of vision systems makes these sensors 
applicable for more gross detection, if at all. 
5.2.4.4 SURFACE QUALITY-PLATING 
The ability to distinguish such a surface defect may 
be quite difficult, particularly if it is a small defect. 
It is possible that as the work on color vision 
progresses, a viable method can be designed. At this time, 
there does not appear to be a solution to recommend. 
Several further examples for part inspection could be 
described, but the list would be endless. The above 
.. !?i::.~"!.!2.~3s should :i U ustrate that :eYF.!(_~i. i nr:tP¥.e.t i v~·.m~t.hqd.J?. ... 
are possible for most problems. 
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5.2.5. DETECTION OF IMPROPER ASSEMBLY 
A goal for detection of this type should be to detect 
before there is any damage to either the remainder of the 
product assembly or the robot. Again, there are a variety 
of problems that one can encounter during the a&sembly 
operation. The few examples illustrated should be 
sufficient to give the reader an idea of many solutions to 
such problems. 
Many component parts to be assembled are aided by the 
use of a locating mechanism. This can be a tight (force> 
fit or a simple place with no force required. Little or 
no force for assembly is generally true for those 
components assembled without a locating mechanism. 
By knowing the force, or lack of force, required to 
attach the component part to the assembly allows the use 
of several sensors to aid the designer. Many of the 
sensors related to force would be very appropriate here: 
strain-gage, piezoelectric, capacitive, etc. 
If a force fit had a range of values that should be 
required for assembly, any one of the force sensors could 
be a candidate. Bonded and discrete element strain-gages 
.. ::if:.e ... alrea.dy. .. in use in robot __ wr:iets for ... mL1l_ti-:-axis ·force 
measurement. To use force transducers with a known world, 
the designer could use an analog-to-digital converter with 
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the sensor to datarmtne if the force ig too hlgh or too 
low. If the designer desires that the robot self correct, 
tho robot could be programmed to measure certain 
dimensions or take other appropriate action. It is 
difficult to speculate on this action without particular 
knowledge of an application. 
It is more obvious that if no force is required, any 
force at all would demand that assembly be stopped. It may 
be possible to simply place a touch sensor in the robot 
wrist that permits some vertical movement. If the switch 
is activated, then assembly should be stopped. 
An interesting solution to a more complex assembly 
using the adaptive control concept is explained by Brooks 
and Cunningham. C28J This application used a tactile and a 
vision system to completely assemble a solar cell module. 
A portion of the assembly is a part with a locating hole 
that is to be assembled onto the assembly with a 
corresponding locating post that inserts into the hole, 
ie., male and female locating devices. A vision system 
"looks" at the assembly prior to assembly anc finds the 
post. The robot gripper fingers that will insert the 
........ E.d~p_or1an.t : .. P..~rt have a. tacti !.e forr..e sensor. The .r:.obot · 
intentionally attempts to place the component part 
locating hole at a predetermined distance and angle away 
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from the assembly locating post. Naturally, the gripper 
feels a force as the locating devices are not mated when 
the component part touches the assembly. The robot then 
moves the part in the direction 1t believes the post to 
be. Once the force sensor goes to zero, the robot knows it 
has found the locating post and completes insertion. This 
scheme was more successful than trying a straight mate due 
to tolerance conditions. Naturally, this was not a simple 
operation to design although the authors claim to using 
only off the shelf items. This is an excellent example of 
the use of complex sensors in an adaptive control system. 
5.2.6. ASSURE PROPER ASSEMBLY (FASTENER) 
This can be interpreted in several ways, but will be 
restricted here to generally meaning some type of 
fastening device or permanent attachment such as a metal 
forming operation. Screws, bolts, rivets, and forming are 
examples of this attaching operation. 
For a forming operation, knowledge of the operation 
may permit the designer to know the force it would take to 
successfully complete the fastening. A pressure 
transdi.:1cer such as ·the el@sti'c: tr:ii:ilJ~ducers wt.th either the 
. .. .. . ····------ -·· 
bourdon tube or diaphragm could be used. Not mentioned in 
the survey are very sensitive transducers that use the 
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LVDT to measure the deflection of a circular element due 
to pressure. C34J 
If it is more appropriate to form the metal to a 
certain height than a predetermined pressure, it would be 
reasonable to check the height. This could be accomplished 
simply with the use of a motion sensor. The formed area 
could be presented to the sensor to assure that the proper 
amount of forming was achieved by measuring the height, or 
depth, of the form. 
Proper assembly with a fastener such as a screw could 
be accomplished by placing a force sensor into the robot 
fingers. With knowledge of the proper torque required to 
complete the fastening operation, it would be a simple 
matter to set a threshold torque and stop assembly until 
this torque were reached. 
For further analysis, the designer may wish to 
combine a motion sensor and a force/torque sensor. Then, 
for example, if the torque level would be reached too 
soon, perhaps indicating bad threads or other thread 
problem, some corrective action could be taken. 
Conversely, if the torque level is not reached by some 
specified _'depth perhaps· indicating strif?..e.~d threads, .. :~ 
. . .. . . . -----·----·. -- ---·-....--- ... ----
different corrective action would be taken. 
It may be desirable to check that the fastener or 
1 (11 
permanent device is going to hold with a predetermined 
force. A force sensor could be placed in the robot gripper 
or in a specialized fixture if the grippers could not 
handle the force for inspection. The sensor would be 
required to read a predetermined threshold value and 
accept the part if this force is met. Otherwise the part 
would be rejected. 
This type of inspection procedure leads into the 
final assembly challenge. 
5.2.7. ASSEMBLED PART INSPECTION 
The main difficulty in exploring this topic is to 
give representative examples for the multitude of 
inspection procedures that could be encountered. The fact 
is that this would not be possible, therefore, it will not 
be attempted. As before, only a few examples will be given 
here to give the reader an ideas of the possibilities. 
Interestingly, the final inspection of a part can be 
dramatically reduced if many of the sensors referenced in 
the thesis are used during the component assembly. The use 
.......... H,•• 
of''' tffese-·· sensors ii, effect desi gris' the-··· i rispech on and 
quality into the assembly process rather than waiting 
until the end to inspect it in. It may be appropriate not 
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to h~ve to include a "final inspection" into the assembly 
process depending upon the level of sensor usage. However, 
even if sensors are correctly used, some final assembly 
may be required, particularly functional checks of the 
assembly that would be impossible to check during 
component assembly. 
For example, the final assembly may have certain 
physical dimensions that are cumulative over several 
component parts. Since these are physical dimensions, the 
designer can employ the same sensors illustrated in the 
inspection of component parts. These included electro-
optical devices, proximity sensors, and laser or LED light 
arrays. 
Assemblies that are intended to withstand some type 
of force or stress can be inspected with force, pressure 
and/or motion sensors. Parts could be placed in special 
fixturing and subjected to whatever stress level intended 
for the design. It would be possible, for instance, to 
place a stress or force on an assembly and measure 
deflection or movement through the use a combination of 
the noted sensors. 
runc:tior .. al testing of an assembiy ofte:i involves 
checking. the electrical characteristics of the completed 
product. The use sensors for this type of inspection is 
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5omewhat limited. The control of the cell would be the 
more approprtate topic area to discuss the testing that 
need5 to be done. Sensors could be used as aids toward 
inserting the assembly into the test fixture to assure 
proper assembly placement. Again, a combination of force 
and motion sensors could be utilized, perhaps with a 
vision system in more complex cases. 
5.3. SUMMARY OF SENSOR APPLICATIONS 
The application of sensors to any given situation is 
limited only by the imagination of the designer. Sensors 
can be used for multiple purposes. Motion sensors can be 
used to measure dimensions, force sensors can be used to 
detect presence, and proximity sensors can have multiple 
usages. It is important for the designer to be aware of 
the various types of sensors available. It is believed 
that the list provided in this thesis is only a fraction 
of the devices available in today's market. 
Additionally, the designer must be aware of the 
control impact, cycle time, the other factors listed under 
the methodology of sensor selection. If the designer 
remembers th~t the sensor is only a part of a system, a 
large part of the battle is won. 
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o. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The thrust of this thesis was to become familiar with 
an actual robotic cell and the types of challenges that 
were presented, survey literature in order to determine 
the sensor hardware available now or in the near future, 
briefly examine the software and control implications, and 
to apply the sensors found in the literature to general 
assembly challenges to illustrate the versatility of the 
technology. These areas were accomplished and documented 
here accordingly. 
However, the nature of this thesis raises many 
questions and points to several areas of further study and 
research. 
6.1. EXPANSION OF THE SENSOR SURVEY 
The survey presented in this thesis is certainly not 
a complete survey of all sensors that are currently 
available. The transduction technologies described in 
Chapter 4 can be used in a seemingly infinite number of 
ways to measure, detect,or gain other knowledge about the 
world. In addition, researchers are continually 
discove~ing ~~~ and dfff~rent technologies and applying 
them to sensor technology. 
In addition to expanding the number of sensors in the 
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~urvey, 1 t 
1nform.it1on 
Selection. 
would be very benef1cial to obtain all the 
li•ted in C,h•pter ~--Methodology for Sensor 
Part of this information is provided in the 
Chapter 4 survey, but a portion of the information is not. 
One difficulty lies in the fact that even similar sensors 
based on the same technology can have a wide range of 
sensitivities, ranges, input and output requirements, 
costs, and so on. Nevertheless, a more complete listing of 
the sensors available with the appropriate information 
attached would be of considerable value to the designer. 
6.2. LABORATORY STUDIES 
In order to more fully appreciate the benefit that 
sensors can have on an assembly cell, they should be 
experimented with in the laboratory. These experiments 
should be more than just experimenting with a particular 
sensor. The research should select a set of interesting 
and worthwhile assembly challenges and attempt to solve 
them with a wide variety of sensors. 
Much of the more pure research areas in the 
literature are investigations in advancing the state of 
th.t?·: · art in sensore.;::·: .. Whi 1 e there. i .. s.: nc .... .questfon- th-at·--thi s-
is a very important and worthwhile venture, the laboratory 
work noted here would be more oriented toward applying 
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&id sting sensors toward problems that have a general 
interest. 
These investigations must be complemented with 
investigations of the impact of control of various 
sensors. In other words, what does it really mean to the 
control of the cell if a vision system and tactile system 
are chosen rather that a simpler force sensor and fiber 
optic binary array. 
The act of physically setting up a sensor system in 
the laboratory is certain to "dig up" problems not 
encountered in a study of the literature and "proposed" 
solutions. 
The benefits to laboratory work could be enormous. 
The outcome may enable a true refinement of the sensor 
list by finding the stars and the dogs. Certainly the work 
of obtaining optimum results in robotic assembly is still 
young enough that information gained would be valuable. 
6.3. ASPECTS OF CELL CONTROL 
This was mentioned briefly before, but it deserves to 
.be emphasized. Several times in the thesis it was noted 
effect on the control of the cell. The problem of control 
was highlighted in Chapter 5 in the factors for sensor 
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aelect1on. 
It 1s not believed that this aspect of. robotic cell 
is well known. Discussions with various people involved or 
familiar with robotic cell implementation leads to this 
belief. 
Further study should include the effect of sensors on 
control of the cell. This includes the type of feedback 
loops, adaptive control algorithms, <see below) etc. 
Certainly the control aspects should be included in the 
laboratory study recommended above. 
6.4. STUDY OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
Finally, further study should include methodologies 
of incorporating adaptive control algorithms into robotic 
assembly. Many applications today require operator 
intervention if a malfunction occurs. 
The goal must be to incorporate aspects of Artificial 
Intelligence into robotic assembly such that human 
intervention is reduced or eliminated entirely. Adaptive 
control and robotics is virtually in its infancy. 
Significant work remains in this area • 
. ··--· . ...,._ ___ ................... . ...... 
...... ··- ..... ~. ···-· ... ··--· ....... - -··-
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